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Friday, October 10, 1986 
. . . wil l  be partly sunny and warmer 
with a high in the low to mid 60s. 
Friday n ight wil l  be fair with a low 
around 50. Saturday will be partly 
sunny with a high in the 60s. 
The Stanley Pee Wee Rives Fan Club, named man-celebrate in its own unique way at O'Brien 
after its two favorite people-Eastern President Stadium during Eastern's 40-1 5 thumping of Jerry 
Stanley Rives and comedian Pee Wee Her- Falwell's Liberty University. 
nstructors_question exam 
Student Senate seeks oral proficiency test 
By DOUGLAS BACKSTROM 
Government editor 
A proposal by the Student Senate requmng 
Eastern instructors to take an oral proficiency exam 
has raised some questions among officials. 
The senate is considering recommending a biH that 
would require Eastern instructors to take an exam to 
monitor fluency in English. 
However, two Eastern officials said recently there 
are several factors that need to be considered before a 
plan is implemented at Eastern. 
Senator Darren DeVriese, who authored the bill, 
first considered the plan when it was reported at a 
senate meeting that Gov. James R. Thompson vetoed 
the bill for a statewide exam; 
Glenn Williams, vice president for student affairs, 
said he has mixed feelings about the test. 
It is "really chancy when you're getting into a test 
area," he said. 
Williams said the conditions of the exam need to 
be considered. "The design of the exam and the 
result of failure need" to be considered, he said. 
However, Eastern's top administrator said Eastern 
instructors' ability with the English language is 
discovered during the interview process. 
"We have instituted a rigorous process in the 
interview process to satisfy ourselves," Eastern 
President Stanley Rives said. 
Rives added that he is pleased with Thompson's 
decision. 
Rives also said he does not know what type of 
action the Board of Governors, Eastern's governing 
body, would take on the issue. 
Faculty Senate Chair Mary Wohlrabe agreed with 
with Williams and added other considerations. 
Wohlrabe, a journalism instructor, said the test 
"could be construed as insulting" to faculty. "The 
university hired me. If I'm not good enough, why did 
they hire me? 
"I've seen no evidence of a lack of communication 
skills on part of faculty,'' she said. "If you want 
better quality instructors, you have to pay them." 
-Amy Carr also contributed to this story. 
Student Senate plan 
for exam at standstill 
By AMY CARR 
Staff writer 
The Student Senate bill that would recommend 
that Eastern instructors be required to take an oral 
proficiency exam is at a standstill. 
Senator Darren DeVriese, orginator of the bill, 
said the senate will wait to see if legislators override 
the governor's veto of a similar bill before any ad­
ditional action is taken. 
"There's no point in getting started now," he said. 
"If it gets passed then the law goes into effect for the 
whole state." 
Last week, Gov. James Thompson vetoed a 
statewide oral proficiency exam for instructors. 
According to a state senate news release, 
Thompson argued that the bill was a solution to a 
(See STUDENT, page SA) 
... and the 
Beasts 
Charges tiled 
in fraternity 
handcuffing 
By STEVE SMITH 
Campus editor 
Battery charges were filed Thursday against 
Eastern junior Clark Schnepper for allegedly hand­
cuffing a nude 21-year-old woman to a stairwell for 
several hours at a "Pimp and Whore" theme party 
between his fraternity and her sorority last week. 
Also on Thursday, the university released an 
official statement concerning the incident, saying 
"appropriate disiplinary action" will be taken 
against the fraternity and sorority involved. 
"The University does not condone the recent 
incident involving Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity and 
Sigma Kappa sorority," Glen Williams, vice 
president for student affairs, said in the statement. 
"The Universtiy is reviewing possible appropriate 
disciplinary actions through its judicial system 
against the individuals and organizations involved," 
Williams said. 
Williams said the incident will be investigated by 
the university's judicial board, and therefore he 
could not elaborate on possible sanctions. 
Keith Kohanzo, universtiy judicial hearing officer, 
said a hearing has not yet been scheduled. He said a 
hearing date would be set after information regar­
ding the incident has been gathered. 
The investigation is "confidential at this stage," 
Kohanzo said. He, too, would not speculate as to the 
extent of sanctions that could be imposed. 
"When a student or organization is accused of 
violating Eastern's student conduct code, they will be 
provided with a hearing," Kohanzo said. 
At the hearing, he said the violations involved in 
the case and the appropriate sanction will be 
determined. 
The handcuffing incident occurred Sept. 30 at the 
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity house, 1509 Second St., 
at a function between the fraternity and the Sigma 
Kappa sorority. 
The woman involved, an Eastern student, said she 
was handcuffed to the stairs at approximately 3 a.m. 
and was not released until close to 8 a.m. on Oct. l, 
said Nancy Owen, Coles County State's Attorney. 
Owen said the fraternity members had some 
trouble locating the key to the handcuffs the next 
morning. The woman reported the incident to 
Charleston Police at about 9 a.m. Oct. 1, she added. 
A large amount of alcohol was consumed at the 
function and the victim reported to police that some 
parts of the evening were "fuzzy," Owen said. 
A police investigation into the incident had to be 
completed before Schnepper could be charged, Owen 
said. 
A warrant for the arrest of Schnepper was to be 
issued by either late Thursday night or Friday, 
Assistant State's Attorney Avery Gerstein said. 
Gerstein said battery is a Class A misdemeanor 
punishable with up to one year in jail and a $1,000 
fine. 
Gerstein said a court date for Schnepper will be 
determined at a court appearance following his 
arrest. 
From the discontinued Homecoming Dance 
to more modern developments-like a 
Homecoming King-Eastern has a long and 
varied tradition wh�n the alumni come home to 
visit. 
See On the Verge of Homecoming Weekend, 
section C 
Homecoming takes on  a slightly different 
meaning Saturday , as Eastern's football team 
plays host to Northern Iowa and former Eastern 
coach Darrell Mudra. 
See Sports, section B 
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Associated Press 
State/Nation/World I 
Reagan arrives for summit talks 
Senators vote to oust Claiborne; 
impeachment is first in 50 years 
REYKJAVIK, Iceland-President Reagan ,  vowing to 
"face the tough issues directly" but frowning on quick-fix 
deals , arrived in Iceland Thursday night for his weekend 
summit with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev . 
Under a pelting rain, Air Force One taxied on the tarmac 
on the Keflevik airport. The president, wearing a light tan 
raincoat, was greeted by Iceland's  president,  Vigois Finn­
bogadottir, the only elected woman president in the world , 
along with Prime Minister Steingrimur Hermannsson and 
Foreign Minister Matthias A Mathiasen . 
An honor guard of Icelandic policemen stood by as 
Reagan shook hands, then took a limousine ride into 
Reykjavik , the capital city. 
Botha freezes coalition dollars 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa-The government 
decreed Thursday that South Africa's  large anti-apartheid 
coalition cannot recieve foreign funds . The group said it 
expects to be outlawed within months .  
President P.  W .  Botha issued the order against the United 
Democratic Front under the Affected Organizations Act, 
which allows him to prohibit foreign funding of political 
organizations considered to be under foreign influence. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate on 
Thursday convicted U.S.  District Judge Harry E.  
Claiborne of " high crimes and misdemeanors , "  
making him the fifth federal official i n  history 
removed from office through impeachment. 
Claiborne, a convicted tax evader and federal 
prisoner, was thrown off the bench at 4 : 1 4  p .m.  
EDT, following adjournment of the first Senate 
impeachment trial in 50 years . 
The chief U . S .  district judge for Nevada was 
found "guilty" on three of four impeachment 
articles by the necessary two-thirds majority . He 
was acquitted on a fourth article , although a 
majority of senators voted "guilty. "  
Claiborne, 69, was found guilty o n  Articles I 
and I I ,  accusing him of the same willful tax 
violations that caused a federal court jury to find 
him guilty in 1 984 . · 
Article Ill , of which he was acquitted, said the 
judge's criminal conviction alone warranted his 
removal . Article IV contended his conduct 
betrayed the judiciary and the nation. 
The votes were: Article I ,  87- 1 0; Article II, 90-
7; Article I I I ,  46- 17; and Article IV, 89-8 . Sen . 
Ted Stevens ,  R-Alaska, voted "present" on all 
four counts . However, on count I I I, 34 senators 
joined him in "present" votes. 
Sen . Alan Dixon, D-Ill . ,  said many senators 
voted " present" on the third article because they 
believed a "guilty" vote would establish the 
precedent that . a criminal conviction "was 
equivalent to being guilty on impeachment. "  
A conviction o n  any article would have been 
sufficient to oust Claiborne from his lifetime 
job . Until now, he has earned his $78, 700 salary 
while in prison. 
Each senator stood in the historic proceeding 
to cast his vote of "guilty" or "not guilty." 
Claiborne sat at a table in the Senate well, 
watching his two lawyers keep the tallies. 
Most senators were somber as they responded 
to President Pro Tempore Strom Thurmond's 
question , " How say you: Is the respondent 
Harry E. Claiborne guilty or not guilty?" 
"Guilty, Mr. President , "  responded Sen. 
William Armstrong R-Colo. ,  the first to respond 
on impeachment Article I .  
Botha's  action froze 100,000 rand ($45,000) i n  UDF bank 
accounts , said Azhar Cachalia, its national treasurer. He 
said more than half the annual budget of " millions of 
rands" comes from abroad, most of it from Scandinavia 
and none from �he United States or Soviet Union. 
Jailed American.claims CIA ties 
Cachalia told reporters the multiracial coalition, formed 
three years ago, will challenge the order in court next week . 
Zaccaro charged with extortion 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)-An American 
captured after. a Contra weapons supply plane 
was shot down over Nicaragua said Thursday he 
worked with CIA employees and took part in l O 
such flights from the Honduras and.El Salvador. 
in El Salvador. 
"We would be flying into Honduras . .. an 
we would be loading up on small arms an 
ammunition and this would be flown t 
Nicaragua," he said. "These we would drop I 
NEW YORK-John Zaccaro, the husband of former vice 
presidential nominee Geraldine Ferraro, surrendered to 
police today on an indictment charging him with attempted 
extortion, authorities said. 
Tom McCarthy, a spokesman for Queens District At­
torney John J. Santucci, said Zaccaro went to the 
borrough' s  central booking office about 7 :30 a .m.  to 
surrender. 
Foreign Ministry officials , meanwhile, turned 
over to the U.S .  Embassy two coffins containing 
the bodies of Americans killed when the plane 
was shot down Sunday. Nicaragua says pilot 
William J. Cooper and co-pilot Wallace Blaine 
Sawyer Jr . were killed in the crash. 
the Contras . ' '  
Hasenfus said 24 t o  26 "company people' 
assisted the program in El Salvador, includi 
flight crews, maintenance crews and "two Cub 
nationalized Americans that worked for th 
CIA. " Hasenfus identified the Cuban 
Americans as Max Gomez and Ramon Medina. A third victim has not been identified . 
The indictment charges Zaccaro with bribe solicitation 
and attempted extortion, McCarthy said , refusing to give 
details of the substance of the charges . 
Eugene Hasenfus, 45, of Marinette, Wis.,  said 
in a nationally broadcast news conference that 
four of the flights were made from Aguacate air 
base in  H onduras and six from Ilopango air base 
Hasenfus said he was offered the job in Jun 
by William J. Cooper , identified as the pilot ll 
the aircraft .  Cooper was one of three peop 
ki lled when the aircraft was shot down. 
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Homecoming spirit 
Eastern cheerleaders Lane Helvie and Laura Toepp, along with Panther 
mascot Nancy Arianoutsos, cheer on the crowd at the annual bonfire and 
pep rally Thursday night at Lawson Hall tennis courts. 
O'Brien press boxes 
top improvement list 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Although it has already made a 
significant impact on Eastern's 
camp�s. night football at O' Brien 
Stadium, if all goes well, should 
continue to get top billing over future 
night events-and not yet completed 
additions. 
"I think what Brighten O' Brien 
means to the State of I llinois is that we 
have state facilities. We have many 
more possibilities to choose, " said 
Secretary of State Jim Edgar . "Not 
just night football . ' '  
And once the second level o f  the 
press box is completed, Athletic 
Director R .C .  Johnson said he would 
rest more easily . 
" I  don' t  think the most significant 
one (project) has been done yet, and I 
think that will be the- addition of the 
press box. 
"We've got about $80,000 still in the 
budgets, " Johnson said . "We' re trying 
to collect those pledges by sending out 
billing statements,. and we' re working 
on the blue prints to get that thing 
finalized . Then ultimately that will go 
to President Rives for his approval . "  
Meanwhile, the EIU Foundation, 
which is working independently from 
the athletic department, has tallied a 
total of $116,253 while pledges 
collected amount to $31,809, said 
Charles Ross, EIU Foundat ion 
development director. 
"I would say 80 to 85 percent of the 
pledges are being payed on schedule, ' '  
Ross said.  
"We are so cluttered up (in the 
President 's  press box) right now it 's  
ridiculous. But beyond that program, 
we really need to do some heavy, 
serious entertaining for a large number 
of people . 
"The President has been great about 
doing it at his house before games and 
before contests, and what we want to 
do is extend that (entertaining) to the 
actual game itself. 
"And by adding this addition up on 
top we' re going to do that . Right now , 
basically what we're doing is we have 
those who have already given come to 
the booth. I think an entertainment 
booth really should do two things ."  
Ross said he believed the press box 
should take care of those who have 
already given, but added it shouid be 
an avenue for those who want to give 
in the future. 
"We can probably comfortably get 
about 20 people in the there, but we' re 
going to more than double that when 
we get the addition done . "  
Johnson said the press box will have 
a deck added to the original box. The 
top roof level will remain for 
cameramen and coaches, the middle 
level will serve as the entertainment 
center and the third level will serve as 
the press box . 
" Nothing real fancy, but a great 
place to watch a game and have fun, " 
he added . 
" I  don't  want to minimize the effect 
that the track will have on the state 
track meets, " he said . 
"We need to know the pledges that 
we have are solid . And that ' s  a process 
that we're working on right now. 
"We've had our best turn out for a 
football game I think for a long time. I 
noticed students coming in after the 
game started and I think the lights 
attracted them . "  
Off-campus interns may get reduction in fee·s 
By DOUGLAS BACKSTROM 
Government editor 
with off-campus internships, he said . making some progress in a number of their senate 
committees, Senate Speaker Joe O'Mera said . Full-time students currently pay $206.45 in student 
If t he Student Senate gets its way, students with 
off-campus internships may have t heir student fees 
-reduced. 
fees. 
Students would have to pay an additional $1.35 in  
order to cover those students doing internships, 
Senators are currently obtaining information on 
how other schools' textbook evaluation systems 
works. 
A bill that would reduce t hose fees is currently 
being wr i t ten by Senator Tim Taylor. However, if 
Eastern's administration approves the bill, students 
will have to pay an addi t ional $1 .35 in tuition .  
Taylor said . 
· 
In addition, the senate will be asking Eastern 
students for input on the current system, O' Mera 
said .  
" I t ' s  a strong chance of it passing, " the senate and 
administration . " But the students have to vote on 
Taylor said Thursday he will present the bill to the 
senate Wednesday hoping to gain its acceptance . 
it, " Taylor said. 
If the senate approves the bill, it  will go before 
Glenn Williams, vice president for student affairs, 
O' Mera said he does not know the chances of the 
system being passed. " It should go into effect at least 
once . "  
and then the students. If the bill is approved, students doing internships 
would pay $24.55 for t he athletic fee and $23.60 for 
theGrant-ln-Aid fee. 
I f  students pass the bill, it will go before Eastern 
The senate was hoping to get the system im­
plemented by spring semester, but O' Mera said that 
possibility will be " tough . "  President Stanley Rives. 
· All other fees would be eliminated for students I n  addition to the bill, the Student Senate has been 
Lovers capture signs along with hearts, 
By CHRYST AL PHILPOTT 
City editor • 
For most cities, "Lover's Lane" is a 
problem because of the teenagers who 
go  to park there. But for Charleston it 
poses a different problem-the s treet 
sign. 
Since Lover's Lane, located just the 
southwest end of Universi ty Drive on 
the southwest corner of town, was 
established about three years ago, 
Public Works Commissioner Wayne 
Lanman said the signs have been 
disappearing at an expensive rate . 
"We've either lost four or five (since 
it w as named), " he said. "Signs are 
terribly expensive . I t 's  about $20 to $25 
per sign not counting labor . ' '  
Despite the harsh monetary realities, 
Lanman said he can still see the funny 
side. 
" It's humorous all right* You've got 
to look at it that way, " he said . 
Right after the first sign was posled, 
the problem began, Lanman said . 
" It's no secret (why the signs are 
disappearing), " he said . " I t  (Lover' s  
Lane) used t o  b e  called Hog Farm 
Road and a lot of parking went on out 
'' 
It (Lover's Lane)-used to 
be called Hog Farm Road 
and a lot of parking went on 
out there. A lot of good 
necking probably went on 
out there. 
Public 
-Wayne Lanman 
Works Com-
missioner 
there. A lot of good necking probably 
went on out there. " 
The name Hog Farm Road was 
changed to Lover's Lane as a request 
of Walter Reasor Jr . ,  who donated the 
street to the city in memory of his 
father, Walter Reasor .  
Walter Reasor was .nayor of 
Charleston from 1965 to 1969 and 
founded the Reasor Corporation,  750 
W. State St .  
"He (Walter Reasor) was very good 
for C harleston and created a lot of jobs 
for Charleston and Mattoon both after 
World War I I, after '49 or so , "  
Lanman said . 
Lanman said he was not sure why 
Walter Reasor Jr . wanted i t  named 
Lover's  Lane, but j oked, "Maybe he 
used the facilit ies at one time . Who 
knows. 
"He (Walter Reasor, Jr . )  wanted it 
called Lover's  Lane . We' ll honor his 
wishes, " he said . 
Until a relatively unstealable sign 
_ can be created, only a post will mark 
the lane's entrance . 
"We've thought about a concrete 
sign, like maybe a cone upside down or 
maybe a big rock, but we don' t  have 
anything definite in mind yet, " he said .  
" We've thought about a paper sign . 
That would be a lot easier to replace. 
"Something impossible to pick up 
and take, " he said . 
Lanman said it would probably be 
next summer before the sign was 
replaced . 
AB approves 
fund transfer 
The Apportionment Board 
approved several line i tem 
transfers for Eastern's University 
Board and $ 1 ,425 for student 
government to purchase a 
computer . 
The AB also approved a line 
item transfer of $450 for the 
Players. 
Several  line items and 
allocations were approved for the 
UB including: 
•The UB Homecoming com­
mittee transferred $230 to a line 
item to purchase a carriage for 
Homecoming festivities. Also, 
$ 1 46.2 1 was allocated to another 
line item. 
•The Human Potential com­
mittee reallocated $550 to its 
budget for entertainment .  
•The UB Mainstage committee 
reallocated $1,594 into its 
budget . 
•The UB Productions committee 
transferred $4,100 into its budget 
and received a $200 allocation . 
... t .. .  
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Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
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EIU Foundation 
should follow 
congress' lead 
When the U . S .  Senate votes 78-2 1 to 
override a presidential veto, it usually 
carries quite a bit of weight in most circles 
of thought.  
The Senate and the House Of 
Representatives both overrode President 
Reagan's veto of sanctions against South 
Editorial Africa .  T hirty- o n e Republican senators 
voted . agai n st t h e  
President in t h e  override .  This i s  a welcome 
first-step by legislators to demonstrate to 
the world that America is fed u p  with South 
Africa's racist regime .  
These sanctions hopefully wil l  lead the 
way for other countries-and organizations 
within the United States-to re-evaluate 
their positions on South Africa and consider 
a harder line against aparthied . 
After the· Senate vote , Sen . Richard 
Lugar, A-Ind . ,  chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relation s  Committee, said, "As- a 
friend of that government, we are saying ,  
'Wake u p!' " 
Hopeful ly ,  the EIU Foundation will send a 
similar message by withdrawing its financial 
holdings in companies which do business in 
South Africa. If Foundation members were 
waiting for some sign of changing attitudes 
before committing to divestment, Congress' 
recent stand may be the burning bush they 
were looking for. 
Daniel Thornburg h ,  Foundation fiscal 
agent, said a decision on �hether any 
action or change in policy is n eeded wil l  be 
made at the Foundation's board of directors 
meeting Nov. 1_ 3. 
We hope the Foundation wil l  fol low 
Congress' lead and decide to divest . From 
the 'shantytown' at Eastern in April to the 
recent actions on Capitol Hil l, the attitude is 
swiftly changing . The Foundation should not 
fall behin d .  
Sen . Alan C ranston, D-Calif . ,  was correct 
in saying ,  "The Senate must decide 
whether we stand with the oppressed or the 
oppressors . "  
We believe the Foundation should make a 
decision on these grounds-we prefer the 
side of the oppressed . 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the 
editor from any reader addressing issues relating to 
the campus community. 
. . 
Towny's· fear of student vote a fraud 
There are townies and then 
there is Bob-Earl. 
Basic "townyism" includes 
merely hating frat houses and 
thinking anyone from north of 
Rantoul must be a Chicagoan. 
But, Bob-Earl takes great 
pains to hate everything about 
Eastern students. They should 
be banned from parking cars in 
"his" town, and separate 
seating for them in public Jim 
places, says Bob-Earl, isn't a 
bad idea. Allen 
T h a t ' s  w h y  k n e w  
something was u p  when I spotted him i n  my haunt, a 
yucky student bar. 
"Well, I was losin' big at the lodge craps table and 
needed a break," he muttered. 
No, what's really on your mind, Bob-Earl? Are you 
checking IDs for Murray's storm troopers? 
"Well, no. I'm getting ready to crusade. I saw some 
Eastern punks registering to vote at the courthouse 
today and that crap's gotta stop!" 
Now, Bob-Earl, I know students don't live here for 
three months of the year, but that shouldn't keep 
them from voting. This is where they live, drink and 
spend money for the majority of four years. Some 
even stay for seven or eight years, you know. 
"Yeah, but they don 't pay taxes like I do.'  
Wait, pard. They pay plenty. They pay sales taxes 
gas taxes, liquor taxes, utility taxes, and more th 
half even pay property taxes when their kids 
never going to attend school here. Bob-Earl, as 
slumlord, you know you always pass on those tax 
to your tenants? 
"Well, yes. But ... " 
And when you rip off a jillion students at yo 
burger joint, do you hem and haw about the heaven­
sent bread from up north? 
"Well, no. But ... " 
And when the state looks at this city's populati 
for tax and legislative district apportionment, do th 
eliminate students in their tallies? 
"Well, no. But they're newcomers and they mig 
elect each other or people who promise things t 
them. And that would suck. Why, they might even I 
students park cars here willy nilly." He looked rea 
to bawl. 
This time, though, I didn't have it in me to point o 
that he was dead wrong again. Because, the sa 
truth is that most students don't register, and tho 
who do almost never vote. 
· 
The way I figured, let Bob-Earl shake in his boots. 
-Jim Allen is a junior journalism major. 
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Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by Eric Wedeking photos were taken by Cindy Beake. 
Do you think Eastern's instructors 
should take competency exams? · 
r Gene Brown 
Junior. 
Pre-business 
"Yes, I think there 
should be testing 
because some in­
structors are lacking in 
teaching skills." 
Reg Eisaman 
.Sophomore 
Pre-business 
"No. It's not the in­
structors fault that they 
are put into positions 
they don't have ex­
pertise in. I think they 
tend to be underpaid 
and are better than 
what people give them 
credit for." 
Janet Brashear 
Sophomore 
Zoology 
"I think the instructors 
are pretty smart or th 
wouldn't be at Eastern 
in the first place. That' 
why I would say no" 
Mary Holder 
Junior 
Business 
"Yes, I think they 
should be tested 
because there are a 
few instructors here 
that don't know how to 
teach. I've only had 
three really good in­
structors since I've 
been here." -
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eshman journalism major Kelly Backman is hard at work reshelving 
sin the stacks at Booth Library Thursday afternoon. 
ices take advantage 
xtra space in Old Main 
1ecent move of offices to the 
pened Foundation House has 
m in Old Main for several 
offices, the development 
alumni o ffice and alumni 
rion were moved from Old 
the Foundation House, 1548 
St., June 1. 
office of academic develop­
headed by Shirley Moore ,  is 
111oved to Old Main room 106; 
e of affirmative action, headed 
th Anderson, is being moved to 
in room 108; and the office of  
tion/publicat ions, headed by 
Read is being IT!Oved to Old 
m 111. 
·ng into the second floor of Old 
from the Booth House is the 
1 and employment relations 
Director James Dean can now 
hed at 581-3514. 
Charles Titus, director of alumni 
services . His office solicits funds from 
alumni and others in support of the 
universi ty .  
The development office, directed by 
Charles Ross seeks private funding for 
the EIU foundation, said Titus. 
Another office occupying space in 
the Foundation House belongs to 
Audrey Dumentat, the new director of 
annual giving . I ts purpose is  to work 
with alumni and friends of the 
universi ty on annual givings programs, 
Titus said .  Her j ob also includes 
supervising the annual Telefunds 
project . 
All of these offices can be reached at 
581-3313. 
Extra space has been very helpful, 
said Daniel Thornburgh, universi ty 
relations director, ' 'because the people 
who formerly worked in Old Main said 
they like working there because i t 's  
more pleasant and with the extra space 
i t ' s  easier to work . . i t 's  very help­
ful . "  
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Foreign language now 
required for art majors 
By CRAIG EDWARDS · 
Assistant staff editor 
Changes in the art major,  including 
the addition of four new classes, were 
approved by the Council on Academic 
Affairs Thursday . 
Art department chairman James 
Johnson said the changes will place the 
art h istory option in compliance with 
accreditation standards of the National 
Association of Schools of Art Design.  
New art classes approved by the 
CAA include Art 3641, "Early 
Medieval Art"; 3642, " Romanesque 
and Gothic Art"; 3651, "Italian 
Renaissance Art: Fifteent h  Century" 
and 3652, " I talian Renaissance Art: 
Sixteenth Century . ' '  
Art 3651 and 3652 will replace the 
current Art 3650, "Art of the I talian 
Renaissance . ' '  A r t  d e p a r t m ent 
represenatives Melinda Hegrty and 
J anet Marquardt-Cherry said the new 
courses allow instructors to cover the 
course material more thoroughly . 
One reason for the addition of 3651 
and 3652 listed on the proposal was 
" to more fully employ the expertise of 
the instructor . "  CAA member J oyce 
Felstenhausen expressed concern over 
the practice of implementing new 
classes because of an instructor's  
special knowledge . 
Resulting changes in the art h istory 
option are the addition of three hours 
of Art 4400, " Independent Study ," 
from the core curriculum . 
Also , art majors will now be 
required to take between eight and 16 
hours of foreign languages . No foreign 
language was presently required for the 
option.  
The foreign language requirement 
"allows us to revise the  progr am in a 
manner that  fi ts the needs of our 
students,"  J ohnson said . "The art 
staff is in support of the changes and 
would be in support of the recom­
mendations anyway , "  even if  the 
changes were not needed tor ac­
creditation. 
CAA chair Kandy Baumgardner said 
discussion of the already tabled issue, 
Sociology 3500, " Sociology of Sport ,  
Recreation and Leisure ,"  wil l  be 
postponed for two weeks. 
Additional parking lot in the works 
By DOUGLAS BACKSTROM 
Government editor 
_ Eastern is currently looking 
into the possiblity of building an 
additional parking Jot ,  although 
no concrete plans have been 
established , a university official 
said .  
" We are just  doing some 
preliminary looking , "  said Verna 
Armstrong, vice president for 
administration and finance. 
Student Senator J ohn Barrett ,  
who will be working with Arm­
strong, said Armstrong was 
considering a site on Ninth Street 
east of Old Main for a lot . 
I f  that space would house the 
Jot, an old arLstudio would have 
be torn down. 
Barrett, who is from the 
senate 's  university relations 
committee, plans to meet with 
Armstrong to figure out details. 
In addition to a possible new 
lot, Barrett said he has recently 
learned there 'are additional 
campus parking permits students 
can obtain. 
Barrett said that becau,se 
park ing s t ickers were not 
completely sold at the beginning 
of the semester, there are about 
35 permits in various areas 
remaining. 
Campus Police Chief Tom 
Larson said although the number 
of stickers available varies daily , 
he said students can still purchase 
stickers from the campus police 
station. 
Parking stick�r prices range 
from $20 to $6, Larson said . 
As of Thursday, the following 
spaces were available in the each 
Jot :  
•Lot J, located o n  Grant Street 
near O'Brien football stadium, 
has five spaces available . 
•Lot E, located behind Stevenson 
Hall, has 15 spaces available. 
•Lot M, located near Andrews 
Hall, has 15 spaces available. 
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nois ' higher education syst.em ·is unique 
astern is one of five col leges controlled by Board of Governors 
DENNIS 
editor 
is, with it's seemingly com­
network of university systems, 
unique. 
is the Board of Governors, 
is the controlling body for 
and four other state univer-
Wes t e r n ,  Northeas tern, 
ors State and Chicago State . 
rly , there are four university 
u nder the I llinois Board of 
Education: The BOG, the 
of  Regents , the University of 
System and the Southern 
System . The IBHE also governs 
mmunity College Board, which 
charge of the 52 community 
districts in the state . 
' system of systems' may be 
e .  BOG spokesman B i l l  
ouse said that "as far a s  I can 
the only other state which may 
comparable system is California 
as a University of California 
, a California State College 
and a community college 
ere's no exact replica that I 
of, " he said, adding that most 
l ike New Jersey and Wisconsin, 
single university system with 
spread throughout the state.  
first glance, a system like the 
Wisconsin would seem to be 
efficien t , "  said BOG Chancellor 
Layzell .  But he said the system 
nds has its advantages . 
re's a lot  of poten t ial polit ical 
in a system like th is ," Layzell 
ause the campuses are spread 
hout  t h� s t a t e .  " T h a t ' s  
ing we really need t o  work on . "  
system i n  I l l inois tends t o  divide 
accord ing to miss ion-un­
duate educat ion a t  the  BOG, 
raduate education w i th  l imi ted 
ral programs at the BOR, and 
ze comprehensive programs of 
of I and SIU systems . 
roll of the BOG is in a s tate  of  
ast October, the  board switched 
chancel lor system-changing 
l ' s  t i t le from execut ive director 
ncellor .  
the. first year ani versary of the 
approaches , most people af-
fected by the move give it positive 
reviews . 
" I  actually have been exceptionally 
pleased, " said Eastern President 
Stanley Rives.  "One of the outcomes 
has been a ' relook' at board 
regulations and policies . "  For 
example, Rives said the universities 
calendar no longer requires board 
approval .  I t  is developed and approved 
on campus-which is fine with Rives . 
Before the changeover, university 
presidents and the executive director 
answered to the board directly . Now, 
presidents answer have access to the 
board through the chancellor.  
This has the effect, Layzell said, of 
making the chancellor the "agent of 
the board-someone to run the system 
for them. 
There is a definite division of labor 
within Illinois' ' system of systems . '  
The BOG, as with the other systems, 
tends to  take a more direct hand in the 
day-to-day activities at the universities 
they govern . 
While the IBHE is also responsible 
· for all activities at Illinois colleges, 
such as the approval of new programs, 
it tends to take an overview roll in 
h i g h e r  _educat i o n-prov i d i n g  a 
" master plan" for state higher 
education . 
A much more active rol l  · is taken 
with the universit ies' budgets .  The 
budget ing process starts at the colleges . 
I n  the case at Eastern, much of the 
work i s  done by the Council  on 
U niversity Planning and Budgeting, 
which submits  i ts budget proposals to 
President ' s  Council, a group com­
prised of  Rives and the three vice 
presidents :  Edgar Schick, academic 
a ffa irs ;  Verna Arm s t rong,  ad­
ministration and finance; and Glen 
Williams, s tudent affairs . 
The budget then goes to the BOG 
which holds meet ings  and makes i ts  
recommendat i:m . 
I t  is then sent to the I BH E, which 
also holds meet ings and works out its 
budget recommendations .  The IBHE 
then sends the  budget to the  I l l inois 
General Assembly in the form of 
legislat ion.  The final budget version of 
the budget is  determined by the 
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Silent screen spoof opens Friday 
By JUDY WEIDMAN 
Staff writer 
As part of the Homecoming theme, 
" I t 's  a Classic ,"  the silent movie spoof 
" Merton of the Movies" opens its 
curtains at 8 p . m .  Friday in the 
Doudna Fine Arts Theatre . 
Mayfield, is an idealistic smalltown 
young man who leaves for Hollywood 
to do " fine and serious things" on the 
movie screen, Sain said . 
Eastern theater instructor J. Sain, 
promoter and manager of  the 
production, said the play is a caustic 
satire on the movie stars , directors and 
the inanities of film making in the 20s . 
" Friday and Saturday will probably 
be sold out ,"  Sain said , estimating a 
total weekend crowd to be between 
1 ,500 and 1 ,600. , 
He said the other performances wil l  
b e  a t  8 p .m.  Saturday, Monday and 
Tuesday and at 2 p .m.  Sunday. 
Merton Gil l ,  the main character, 
played by sophomore Troy D.  
Tickets are available from the 
Theatre Box Office between 1 and 5 
p .m. ,  Sain added. 
St. Francis Medical Center 
Col lege of N ursi ng 
Peoria, I l l i nois 
An upper division baccalaureate 
nursing program 
Accepting Admissions 
for January and August 1 9 8 7 
For information on pre-nursing requirements · 
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EIU alum n i  retu rn to perforim 
By JULIE LEWIS 
Activities editor 
This weekend will really mark a "Homecoming" 
for 21 former students of Catherine Smith, a retired 
Eastern piano instructor. 
Smith said the 21 graduates, who attended Eastern 
at various times beginning in the 1 950s up until the 
1 980s, will · gather for two performances at the 
Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts 
Building at 7 :30 p.m. Saturday and 3 p.m .  Sunday. 
"The students will be coming back to present an 
Emeritus Piano Festspiel, " Smith said . The term 
" festschrift" has been used often, particularly in 
university life, for a publication on the occasion of a 
celebration or in honor of a person, she added. 
"Rather than using 'schrift'  we have chosen the 
term 'speil'  for performing our celebreation, "  Smith 
said. Speil is the German word meaning "to play. " 
The group consists of people who live as far as the 
People's Republic of China, Taiwan, FJorida and 
Louisiana, "All of them are either Easte:rn graduates 
wi!h a bachelor's degree or a master's degree, "  Smith 
said. ' 'They were also all under my instruction at one 
time or another. "  
Smith said the performances will include pieces 
from famous composers such as Bach, Beethoven, 
Schubert and Stravinsky. 
She said Saturday's  presentation will finish with a 
performance by a mother-daughter two--piano team. 
Both Elizabeth Van Voorhis, who received her 
bachelor's degree in 1 943 and a master's  degree in 
1 966, and her daughter Susan (Van Voorlhis) Aceto, a 
1 97 1  graduate with her bachelor' s  degree, were 
students under Smith while attending Eastern . 
Smith will be featured on the piano following an 
intermission during Sunday's  performarn:e. 
" Both performances are open to the public free of 
charge, "  Smith said . 
lnstructors __________from p1age 1A 
problem that does not exist statewide.  
However, Student Body President Mike Madigan 
said he believes the bill did not pass by Thompson 
because it was not well defined who would be 
required to take the exam. 
In addition, the exam could unfairly discriminate 
against ethnic instructors, the release states . 
Even if state officials take no further action on the 
veto, DeVriese will try to get student government to 
recommend the bill to Eastern administrators . 
However, DeVriese said, " I  think it would be 
difficult" to get the test passed on Eastern 's  campus.  
But Madigan believes it is possible. " It ' s  a good 
idea but it will have a hard time being approved by 
the BOG unless all BOG schools have one . "  
Although the progress o f  the bill a t  Eastern has 
stopped, senate members are working on a lobbying 
committee which will urge the General Assembly to 
pass the statewide bill, DeVriese said . 
In addition, DeVriese said the committee will 
follow the progress of the state bill and inform the 
senate on the exact vote to override Thompson's 
veto.  
-Douglas Backstrom contributed to this story. 
Eastern hosts 2 2n 
reading confer enc 
By JULIE LEWIS 
Activities editor 
The 22nd Annual East Central-E. 
Reading Conference will be held from 8 a. 
1 2:30 p.m. Friday in the University Union, 
Eastern elementary and junior high edu 
instructor Grace Nunn. 
Nunn, who has participated in the 
conference for the past three years, is servi 
one of this year's  co-chairs. 
Nunn said students, especially educ 
majors, are invited to attend the confer 
" Anyone interested in hearing an update o 
latest methodology and techniques of tea 
reading should come , "  Nunn added. 
Registration will begin at 8 a .m.  in the U 
Alumni Lounge, Nunn said . The cost is $2 
students, $3 for council members and $4 
non-council members . 
Nunn said Rita Bean, a University of 
sburgh instructor, will present the ke 
address for . the general session at 8 :45 in 
Union Grand Ballroom . 
"The purpose of this conference is to help 
service and pre-service teachers find out 
latest in teaching methods for reading," N 
said . 
" I 've read a Jot of things Dr. Bean 
written and she's really well-known natio 
in the field of reading . I think the confe 
will be a big success. ' '  
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L.i!J� G�iffl�· 
ea �czczbok 
IB 
adidas * 
We have the 
Largest Selection 
-and­
Best Prices 
in the area 
Shop COACH EDDY'S 
for all your Eastern 
Apparel and MORE 
EA,STERN 
- Glassware 
- Pennants 
-Key Chains 
- Wek:ome Mats 
- Stationary 
- Note'. pads 
- Post Cards 
and Much More! 
Conie See Us 
For Any Greek 
Paraphernalia .. 
tJiJ. and 
�<Yi �> Parents 
Many Items 
On SALE 
1416 6th St. 
Bring in 
A N Y 
RECEIPT 
from 
Jamaica Joes 
for your 
FREE Yogurt 
Cone 
Fresh Yogurt 
-4 Flavors daily-
. j r  i·'�.< � ·\ , .�p,;:;r_. ·-� ·� � .,. ..
BEST REAL 
ROAST BEE 
October 10, 1986 
nther host Northern Iowa i n  key shootout 
ay Conference title and an automatic 
the I-AA playoffs are the probable 
for the winner of Saturday's  Eastern­
Iowa game at O'Brien Stadium. 
test will highlight Homecoming at Eastern;-­
set for 1:30 p.m.  
-ranked 11th in I-AA football-enters the 
th a 4- 1 overall record. More importantly, 
, the Panthers are 1-1 in the Gateway. . 
Iowa, ranked eighth in the nation,  is 3-0-
and 1 -0 in conference action. 
't often that you have a game like this (with) 
aoing against No . 11, "  Eastern coach Al 
"d. 
e will pit Eastern's highly-touted aieral 
against the Northern Iowa defense, tops in 
ay against the pass.  
going to prepare our defense to contend 
tern quarterback) Sean (Payton) from 
to (wide receiver Roy) Banks, "  Northern 
ex-Eastern coach Darrell Mudra said . 
re also concerned with (slotback Calvin) 
(running back Du Wayne) Pitts and the rest of 
," Mudra said. 
, who threw for 333 yards last week in a 40-
over Liberty, is the catalyst of Eastern's at-
. ically, it was Mudra, a former head coach 
, that recruited Payton out of Naperville 
High School five years ago. 
Northern Iowa may put pressure on Payton 
ay's  game, Molde isn't  worried about his 
ck's ability to handle it . 
Panther defensive back Bobbie Bronaugh is 
amused by the officials' comments during coin flip 
of Eastern's contest against Liberty University at 
O'Brien Stadium . 
on ·is among the very best in the country at 
off at the line of scrimmage and reading 
erage,"  Molde said . " He's  superior in that 
While Eastern's  offense relies on its ability to score 
quickly and to score often, Northern Iowa features a 
balanced, ball-control offense. 
"We have to try and score as many points as we 
can Saturday, "  Molde said . 
change up quite a bit on defense, which will probably 
include an occassional safety blitz. 
Another cause for concern on Eastern's  part is the 
play of its special teams-particularly on kickoff 
coverage. " 
er, Eastern isn ' t  the only team with a The Panthers lead in Gateway in scoring with a 
35 .4 points-per-game average. Northern Iowa, 
meanwhile, ranks second at 28 . 5  points per outing. 
"They have a real dangerous kick returner (Kevin 
quarterback . Northern Iowa senior Mike 
the Gateway's Offensive Player of the 
Anderson),"  Molde said . · 
Last week in a 36-7 win over Arkansas�Pine Bluff, 
Anderson returned a kickoff 93 yards for a touch:. 
down . 
season en route to leading his team to the 1-
·-finals . 
Consequently, the game's  outcome may well be 
determined on the defensive side of the line. While 
Northern Iowa possesses the conference' s  top pass 
defense, Eastern ranks second against the run.  
h is the key, ' '  Eastern defensive coordinator 
lund said. " He makes it happen out on the 
Northern Iowa has 14 straight regular-season wins 
dating back to 1 984. The last team to beat the purple 
Panthers was Eastern 27- 1 7 .  
far this season , Payton and Smith are ranked 
second, respectively , in passing and total 
"Tackling and turnovers will be a big part of this 
game as I see it , "  Edlund said . "Team pursuit is also 
vital . "  
A: year ago, Northern Iowa tipped Eastern in the 
UNl-Dome 2 1 -20 when a Panther two-point con­
version failed in the game's  closing minutes . 
ets use 
itching to 
op Astros 
OUSTON (AP)-The pit­
pendulum swung to New 
Thursday night as Bob 
matched finesse against 
power of Nolan Ryan, pit­
the Mets to a 5-1 victory 
Houston for a split of the 
two games of the National 
e playoffs. 
eld without a run in support 
ir ace, Dwight Gooden, in 
first game of the playoffs 
esday night, New York 's  
tters, Len Dykstra and 
Backman, got the Mets' 
· g machine going against 
. And the big hitters-Keith 
dez, Gary Carter and 
I Strawberry-applied the 
e 
dedz hit a two-run 
along with a single and 
a run .  Carter had an RBI 
, and Strawberry drove in 
with a long sacrifice fly. 
n had two hits, scored 
and drive in a run. And 
had two hits and scored 
, 18-5 during the regular 
, allowed 1 0  hits, struck 
f i v e  a n d  w a l k e d  
As a result Edlund indicated that Eastern will 
Spikers return to the floor in  SIU Classic 
By JOHN STROUD 
Associate sports editor 
Eastern's  volleyball team prepares to 
bounce back into action this weekend 
after a disappointing loss to Illinois­
Chicago earlier this week which broke 
the Panthers' nine-game winning 
streak. 
The Panthers travel to the Southern 
Illinois Classic at Carbondale Friday 
and Saturday. The tournament will 
give Eastern, 1 1 -9, a look at one 
conference team prior to the Gateway 
season; that being Southern, 1 1 -6 .  
But coach Betty Ralston would just 
as soon not face the Salukis prior to the 
conference season . Eastern meets 
tournament-favorite Louisiana State, 
1 1 -5, in a 4:30 p.m.  match Friday . 
Southern and Utah, 8- 1 1 ,  match up in 
the nightc;tp. . 
The winners play for the cham-
pionship on Saturday while the losers 
play for consolation . 
" I ' m  sure Southern will be looking 
to play LSU for the championship, "  
Ralston said . 
Louisiana State enters the tour­
nament as an honorable mention in 
this week' s  Tachikara Coaches' Poll . 
The Tige�s had broken the Top 20 
earlier this season .  
Revenge will b e  the name of the 
game when the Tigers and the Panthers 
take the court . Eastern defeated LSU 
in the championship game of the Lady 
Tiger Classic at Memphis last season. 
Ralston knows from last year and 
from reports this season that Louisiana 
State will be "the hardest-hitting 
team" at the tournament. 
"We need to keep them out of their 
offense with good serve placement," 
Ralston said . 
'. The Tigers also enter the tournament 
as the third leading blocking team in 
the country. Coming off a poor hitting 
performance against Illinois-Chicago, 
that fact is of no consolation to the 
Panthers . 
But, after watching tapes of the UIC 
game, Eastern knows what it has to do. 
"We just have got to be smarter, "  
Ralston said . 
' Sophomore middle hitter Gianna 
Galanti , the Panthers leading blocker, 
knows the team has to have consistent 
blocking all weekend. 
" Staying together" as a team is the 
most important thing right now, 
though, Galanti said. 
"We get to a point in the season 
where we're mentally down. We need 
to keep our mental attitude" as well as 
maintain physical toughness, she 
added. 
Booters face-AMCU-8 rival Cleveland St. 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Everytime Eastern's  soccer team 
prepares for a game, it always seems to 
be a big one. 
And this Sunday's 2 p.m . contest in 
Cleveland against · AMCU-8 leader 
Cleveland State is no exception. 
The Panthers have not fallen on Armando Luna (two goals, one assist), 
their backs yet. They sport a respec- · " sidelined with the flu, the Panthers will 
table 4-2- 1 record and are 0-0- 1 in the have their work cut out for them on the 
AMCU-8-second in the conference. road. 
However, the Vikings are king of the The Vikings are coasting on a three-
hill with a 2-0 AMCU-8 record and 6-3- game win cushion- defeating two 
1 overall. AMCU-8 opponents in the process. 
"If we win this game, we have Wisconsin-Green Bay fell to CSU 2-
another shot at the (conference) title . If 0, while the Vikings blanked Illinois­
we lose, Cleveland State has all but Chicago 1-0. 
clinched it, "  Mosnia said. "They had a rough start at the 
With senior team captain Matt beginning," Mosnia said. "But right 
Gamache listed as doubtful because of (See BOOTERS, page 28) 
"It's an important game, "  said 
Panther coach Cizo Mosnia. "Every 
game we play is important, since we 
tied with (AMCU-8 rival) Wisconsin­
Green Bay and lost to Southern 
(Illinois-Edwardsville). ' '  
,.... _______ ..... _� , � " " ' '  � 
a rib injury and No. 3 scorer, freshman 
21 Friday, October 1 0 ,  1 986.. The Dally Eastern 
Angels ' hopes rest on 1 
resi l ient Candelaria 
ANAHEIM, Calif. -John Can­
dctlaria knows about adversity. He also 
knows about bouncing back. 
It is a tribute to his resiliency that he 
will start for the California Angels 
Friday night in Ga.me 3 of the 
American League playoffs against the 
Boston Red Sox. 
Candelaria has felt the sting of 
criticism from teammates and 
management. 
He underwent surgery for arm 
problems that threatened his career. 
And he watched his infant son die after 
1 1  months in a coma. 
"The last couple of years taught me 
to deal with reality, "  Candelaria said . 
On Friday night,  Candelaria will 
deal with a different kind of reality. 
The series is tied 1 - 1 ,  and the Angels 
are counting on the left-hander to put 
them in front again in the best-of-seven 
series . 
It seemed an unlikely scenario early 
in the season when Candelaria missed 
the first three months because of elbow 
problems. But he went 10-2 with a 2.55 
earned run average after coming back 
� Ju�. � 
· His return: speeded-up because of .a 
need for another starting pitcher on the 
staff, helped the Angels win the 
American League West. He did, 
however, have to take off a couple of 
weeks Tn September because of elbow 
soreness. 
"If r would've taken .my time and 
come back in August, I wouldn't have 
had the problem, "  he said . "I 'm not 
putting the blame on anybody. I was 
trying to rush, too. "  
Candelaria, who will b e  33 next 
month, teamed with Mike Witt, Kirk 
McCaskill . and Don Sutton to give 
California a solid rotation 01  a team 
.. ___ .. ..  ., 
that finished second in the league in 
pitching. . 
Candelaria will be opposed by 
Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd, who was 1 6-
1 0  this season. Sutton is scheduled to 
pitch Game 4 on Saturday, while the 
Red Sox have not named their starter. 
Friday's game will begin at twilight 
to accomodate television. That is not a 
hitter's  favorite part of the day. 
" It's tough at the time, especially 
picking up the ball , "  Boston 
designated hitter Don Baylor said. 
While Candelaria has enjoyed 
success on the field, he has had anguish 
away from it. Last year, his infant son, 
John Robert, Jr. , died after being in a 
coma for nearly a year following a 
swimming pool accident. 
"The tragedy that · happened to my 
family really hurts , "  said Candelaria, 
who prefers not to discuss the subject 
more than that. 
Booters_ from page 1 B 
now they have their act together. ' '  
The Panthers used Thursday's 4 
p.m.  scrimmage contest with . the 
University of Illinois soccer club to 
tune up for Sunday's game. The game.. 
also gave Mosnia the opportunity he "' ·  
needed to find ., replacements · for 
Gamache and Luna if necessary. 
In addition to ailing starters, Mosnia 
said the injury to sophomore Scott 
Taylor should hamper the unit. Taylor 
sprained his ankle Tuesday in practice 
and is awaiting the results of Thur­
sday's x-rays . 
"That really hurts because he's 
(Taylor's) very quick and strong and I 
was looking forward to using him at 
fullback, "  Mosnia said. 
U B  LECTU RE COM M ITTEE 
PRESENTS 
DR. JEAN KI LBOU RNE 
" Under the Influence: 
The Pushing of Alcohol via Advertising" 
Dr. Kilbourne will examine the images 
associated with alcohol in advertising. 
TU ESDAY , OCTOBER 1 4  
8 : 00 P . M .  GRAND BALLROOM 
Tickets A vailable a t  Union Box Office 
1 1  a. m. - 3 p. m. Mon. - Fri. 58 1 -5 1 22 
$ 1 °0 EIU Students w/10 
$30° General Public 
- ·-- - . - . .  - - . - ·  � 
Gat0& .. , · [as(... · ·  1 LI Q U O R S - ��� P ACK AG E Side �� . ' . . : · ' . · . . . �-. . · ·. · . · . . -.-.- . . -�;->;. � · · · · · · , . " � · · · ·  • • • • • • f?.§1 . l ·:.t�J?t� •JZH�l� 
. . .. . . .. . . ..  .._. . . . . . . . · . .. . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . ......,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
�-E� 
(Friday, Saturday , Sunday) 
· Ca na d ia n  
� cl u b  
· rSO Ml 
J49 
I 5 °  1.bc .. 5 99 f;ncl 
Ccu 
O l d  M i l & 
O l d  Mi l L i g h t  
��NS --,89 
I ic:lf66t I 
Peppe rm inl Wi ld S l rowbe r ry 
Cinnamon Snappy Apricot Schnz.pfl 
Cider Mi l l  Apple  Si;eo rminl  ,.J., 
Orchard Orange Ho2elnu1 
700 Ml YOU.R 1 89 
CHOICE . .. 
t>ei<IJ'yp"Efr· Peo'h Tree 
A ristocra t 
VO D K A  
& G I N  
1 liter 
449 
Cu t t y  Sark ·  
7S0 Ml 
899 
G A LLO 
PREMIUM 
W I N E S  
1 . 5 L i 1er 
249 
Coo rs & ­
Coors  L i g h t  
1 2  PACK 469 
Mr. Boston 
S C H N A P PS 
Apple 
S t rowbtrry 
Choco-minl 
YOUR 
C HOICE 
Nute rocker 
Peoch Orchard 
'\ 
1 89 
:!OO Ml 
S e m k o v  , 1 49 
V O D K A  t H ML 
Welcome Alumni 
,:. • •  4. 
uthful Bittle into the 
ing of Panther golf 
, quite possibly, i s  the perfect 
or the individualistic nature,of 
ore Todd Bittle.  
"is his own man , "  on and off 
rse, coach Paul Lueken said . 
finitely has a unique character . 
always very loose; he doesn ' t  play 
lot of tension . ' ' 
gh Bittle has an independence 
mpetitive nature , i t ' s  his overall 
for the game that keeps him 
i ng  to improve . 
like golf because i t  is more in­
lisric than any other sport , ' '  
said . " I t ' s  you against the course 
e lime and it ' s  you against 
ody else ,  too . " 
tie, in his second year on the 
was instrumental  in leading the 
ers to victory at  the EIU In­
ional at the Mattoon Country 
earlier this season . On that oc­
Bittle placed fourth individually 
eived a medal for his efforts .  
the  ElU Invi tational , the Pan­
placed first in a field of  nine 
, which included Frankl in 
e ,  Valparaiso University and St . 
h's  College . 
le, affectionately dubbed ' the 
by his teammates , can best be 
'bed as one of the fibers that 
a team together. 
wish I could stay around a couple 
years just to be able to play with 
," said senior· ·  teammate Dan 
I .  "He always uses etiquette on 
rse and never has problems with 
per . "  
f i s  not the only sport that Bittle 
n competit ive i n ,  but golfing as 
· with his father is  one of his  
t memories . 
first picked up a club when I was 
rs old , "  Bitt le said .  "My dad 
(chi ldren) s tarted but I didn ' t  get 
s about it until the summer 
e my freshman year in high 
l . "  
t i le 's father said he is ext remely 
of h is son's  sportsmenship-like 
ct and improvement s  in h i s  
have seen him improve over the 
. I used t o  be able to  beat him but 
I can't  do that anymore, "  Dean Bittle 
said. " I 've always tried to instill in him 
the importance of controlling his 
emotions . His mother and I are very 
proud of him . "  
At Harrisburg 1-{igh School ,  Bittle· 
played four years on the golf team . 
There he had the distinction of 
achieving the lowest average for the 
team his j unior year and also become a 
medalist . 
His senior year, Bittle helped lead his 
team to a second-place finish in the 
sectional tournament and was voted 
All-Southern by conference coaches . 
It was in high school that Bittle 
decided not to follow in his b rother 
Mark ' s  footsteps , he said . 
" Mark won the half-mile a t  the 1 983  
stare track meet , "  Bittle said . " I  
wanted t o  shy away from t rack because 
I didn ' t  want to get by on what he did . 
I wanted to do it on my own . " 
Participating in five sports-golf, 
cross country , basketball , track and 
baseball-while in high school is what 
Bit t le at tributes his competitive nature 
to . 
"Playing in five sports kept me very 
busy but I really loved it , "  Bittle said .  
"I  l ike golf  the best because it ' s  a sport 
that you can always do better in . I t ' s  a 
big challenge for me. I l ike going out to 
see what I can do.  
"I really think we should be offering 
scholarships, " Bittle said.  "Everybody 
on the team is from Illinois and we're 
competing against guys that are on at 
least partial scholarships . If you're not 
offering scholarships, you're not going 
to get some of the really good golfers 
this state has . 
" I 'd also like to see few more 
t ournaments at home and I'd like to 
see more guys try out for the team next 
year.  We are losing five seniors this 
season , "  Bittle said . 
Away from the course, Bittle enjoys 
fishing with his father, tennis, riding 
bicycles , music and what he  describes 
as "anything else I can think of. " 
Bi t t le plans t o  spend his  summer 
working at Hilton Head I sland Resort 
in South Carolina. "I hope to work as 
a bag boy or something on the course . 
Maybe I ' ll even get in a little golf, " he 
said . 
RUGBY GAME 
EIU vs . Valparaiso 
. Saturday at 1 :  00 
Fields west of Lawson 
Party t0 follow 
F ine  M e x i c a n  & I t a l i a n  F o o d  
49¢ Tacos 
turday & Sunday 
Delivery Service 
Available 
1 140 Lincoln Ave. 
345- 1 52 1  
Complete Mexican 
Menu 
Plus Italian Food 
Pizza 
Yi gal . Spaghetti 
to go $2 .99 
r - - - - -------�--, 
2 Sanchos ! 
I 
oruy $2 .29 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
with coupon 
Expires Oct . 3 1 
1-----��---�-���-' 
�- .er'J 
! 
DAN REIBLE I Staff photographer 
Panther sophomore golfer Todd Bittle enjoys the independent nature of a sport 
which- is suited for his independent personality .  Bittle has been the glue for the 
golf team leading his squad during the Eastern Invitational and during the AMCU· 
8 conference matches. 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- · 1 
I �. t., D & D HOBB�ES 
. : · I 1 •  ·� h Art � 1· G p . . I ! i as · . ... upp 1es , ames, amts , 1 
I Tools , Balsa Wood , Trains, Models, I 
I and much more just for you! I 
1 Bring this ad in and get 1 0% off · • I Hours : Daily 1 : 00 - 4 : 30 ;  Sat . 1 1 : 00 - 4:00 I 7 18 Monroe St. 348-0664 I Across from the Will Rogers Theater I '----- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---· 
If Th� Won't Tell You About It, 
Then You Rnow It Must Be Great. 
Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can, 
and onto the shelves of your favorite store. 
Discover it for yourself. 
8ol1Md fot W0rld W\lk mltllltd rr;.iuctSCoftlpany By kwrailf: Coriupts. Sc Louis. Mo 63108 IS Proof 
KRISTIE KECK 
HAPPY 20th ! 
What wi l l  Krackers 
do without YOU 
on TEEN·NITE? 
Love, C, J, & L 
o e ers i Goodyear & I I·� Appliances 1 
eExhaust I • Tires I • Brakes, I • Batteries - I • Tune-up I 
• Shocks I 
345-2 1 30 I 
422 Madison i 
ADLAI 
STEVENSON 
Candidate 
for Governor 
Talks with 
Eastern Students 
2 : 30 Today 
Buzzard 
Auditorium 
t· •****************** 
: Hair Biz : 
* * 
. : presents : : Oct. Special : : Hairshaping : 
: for$6.00 : * with stylist * ! * ; * * * * * * * * * * * * •  * : : Dana Price : : 
* • ,. * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * *  * 
* * 
* 348-56 1 1  : : 1 109 Lincoln : �·�*�****�********* 
NEW At SClm, � � e.,� S ��e; �'"'��o'V 
345-3433 � 
LASAGNE 
with 
Garl ic Bread 
s2°0 1 O oz . Serving size 
Freeze it !  Bake it! 
Microwave it !  
Bring own container 1 8¢ per ounce 
Mon-Sat 1 1  • 1 
Sun 4-8 930 1 8th Charleston 
__ -... 
Friday, October 1 O, � 986-
FRIDAY 
� · OCTOBER 1 
6:3 0  and 9 :00 p. 
Showings 
U N IVERSITY Bt�LLROO 
· Adm ission : *1 °0 I lllUNIV•"81TY BOAR D ....... ..... _..... - --
.· 
Press here f9r a great 
data processing career. 
The right time. The right place. 
State Farm is h i ring .  
If you ' re a senior with a data 
processing,  computer science or 
math background,  there may be 
a very special  career opportu n ity 
wa it i ng fo r yo u i n  o n e  of t h e  
largest corporate data process­
ing faci l ities in the country. 
There are actuarial and audit­
ing jobs open,  too. 
Blue Chip .  G reen l ight.  State 
Farm is one of America's lead i n g  
insura nce com pan ies. Th roug h  
i n novative marketing a n d  a proud 
_ service tradit ion it has become 
the n ati o n 's lead i n g  a uto and 
homeowner's i n surer, and one of  
the top l i fe insu rance com pan ies 
in the country. 
You ' l l  receive expert tra i n i ng .  
You ' l l  work on state -of-th e - a rt 
data processing equipment. 
go as far and as fast as you 
You couldn't have a more 
base to bui ld a career on. 
Contact your campus 
Placement Director a 
State Farm today. 
Or visit the State Farm 
cru iter. Our representative 
be on cam pus 1 0 - 1 7 - 86 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices: B loomington. I l l inois. An Equal  Opportuni ty Emp loyer 
I nterested i n  writing a featu re for On the Verge of the Weekend 
Come to the staff meeting at 6 p.m .  Monday in  the Dai ly Eastern Newsroom 
. . . 
The Dally �tem News Friday, October 1 0 , 1 986 51' 
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Harriers t u ne up at Wash i n gton I nvitational 
By HARRELL KERKHOFF 
Staff writer 
With only two meets to go before the AMCU-8 
Championship , Eastern's  men's  cross country team 
will try to sharpen up its running skills as they 
compete in Saturday' s  Washington University In­
vitational. 
Even though the competition might not be as elite 
as in past meets, Akers stressed that this meet is 
extremely important for his harriers . 
"This should be a real important meet for 
establishing our confidence, "  Akers said . "We hope 
to work on our pace and to sharpen up for the second 
half of the season. "  
I feel h e  i s  · capable of being one o f  our top five 
finishers this Saturday, ' '  Akers said . 
Other top Eastern harriers that will be making the 
trip will be John Wells, the Panthers top scorer to 
date; Bruce Albright, Tom Buchanan and Steve 
Conlon. 
Akers said the top seven finishers of the Parkland 
Junior Varsity meet last Saturday will also make the 
trip . 
The eight-kilometer meet, which will be held in St . This meet is also important for another reason 
according the Akers . It will help establish the con­
ference lineup for the AMCU-8 Championship and 
the district qualifying meet held Nov . 15 .  
Louis at 1 1  : 30 a .m. ,  will feature mostly Division-II  
and I I I  teams plus a number of squads from the 
NAIA. 
"There was only a 32-second spread between our 
top seven finishers in the Parkland meet which tells 
us they can run in a group real well which should help 
us this Saturday,"  Akers said . 
Despite the absence of a number of larger schools 
in the meet, Eastern assistant coach Tom Akers 
believes the competition should be very tough . 
Akers believes the two-week layoff between varsity 
meets has had a positive effect on his runners . 
" I t  has helped us heal our minor aches and pains 
and should make us hungrier for Saturday's  meet, " 
Akers said . 
Because this is the first year East�rn has competed 
in the Washington University Invitational, Akers 
said he is not sure what the course will be like. 
"There should not be as many strong teams in this 
meet as in our past meets, but the competition will 
still be strong, "  Akers said, adding that there will be 
quite a few top Division II and I I I  teams in the meet 
that are rated in the Top 20 of their respective 
divisions . 
One runner that has been able to heal up between 
meets is junior Dan Scheffler, who is recovering from 
a quad strain . 
" Dan (Scheffler) is not completely healed yet, but 
"We are just hoping for good weather , "  Akers 
said . "We are going to try to push ourselves hard 
during the middle part of the race and hopefully hold 
on during the last mile . "  
Lady harriers 
set toward 
Invitational 
By DINO TIBERI 
Staff writer 
Eastern ' s  women ' s  cross country 
team is looking toward this Saturday's  
Bradley Invitational as  a stepping stone 
to the Gateway Conference ·meet, 
which is only a few weeks away . 
This weekend's  meet nearly marks 
the halfway point of the season for the 
Panthers , which h_aven' t  had a meet for 
the last two weeks .  
There have been some good practices 
in the last two weeks, coach Jol,m Craft 
noted . "The workouts are going really 
well , the times are going down , "  Craft 
said . 
Joining Eastern in the meet at 
Bradley will be DePaul, Western 
Il l inois, Southeast Missouri State, 
Northeast Missouri and Illinois .  
Craft said th i s  is  the  fi rst time 
Eastern has ever run at Bradley, so he 
really wasn ' t  familiar with the layout 
of the course . 
As usual, the squad will be led by 
seniors Janine Jarris and Kerry Sperry . 
Craft expects good things from Sperry , 
who has dropped her time by almost a 
minute from this point a year ago. 
Craft added that he's looking for 
Sperry to go under the 1 9-minute 
mark-which would be a great ac­
complishment for her, especially after 
the hard work she did this past summer 
in prepar,�tion for this season . 
Craft said there are no injuries, 
which is important for the team to be 
able to attain its overall goal of per­
forming well at the conference meet in 
November . 
As far as this meet goes, Craft is 
looking toward at least a middle of the 
pack finish . 
Ex-Panther 
bound for 
ortugal 
Eastern 's all-time leading scorer Jon 
Collins will continue his basketball 
career playing for Lisbon, Portugal in 
the Portugese National League . _ 
Collins, who concluded his three 
years with the Panthers in 1 986, set a 
career record with 1 ,  702 points and 
was a two-time AMCU-8 Player of the 
Year. 
Collins, a fifth-round draft pick of 
the NBA's Denver Nuggets last 
summer, departed for Portugal Oct .  1 .  
The league plays until May. 
Collins was named honorable 
mention All-American twice by The 
Sporting News and once by The 
Associated Press. 
Ruggers host tough Valparaiso 
By BOB CELLINI 
Staff writer 
I f  you ' re looking . for something 
physical this weekend, give rugby a try . 
· Eastern ' s  rugby club, 1 -3 ,  will host 
Valparaiso at 1 p . m .  Saturday on the 
intramural field just south of Archery 
Hill . 
The two teams have never previously 
met , so coach John Kilgore admits he 
doesn't  know what to expect. · 
" I  really don' t  know a thing about 
them," Kilgore said . 
Valparaiso is 4- 1 this season, with its 
lone loss coming at the hands of 
nationally-ranked Notre Dame. 
But Eastern is confident about 
winning the game, despite coming off 
two losses in the Illinois Rugby Union 
Tournament last week in Peoria . 
" We're confident about winning the 
game,"  captain Mike Sengstock said . 
"This week we've been working on a 
few new plays designed to put the ball 
in the tri zone (similar to football ' s  end 
zone) . "  
"We've (also) lost some of our best 
players who graduated last year,"  
Kilgore said . "We're a pretty young 
team . "  
LIMITED TIME OFFER! 
data syste111s 
T H E  QUAL I TY GOES I N  BE FORE THE  NAME GOES ON 
is maki ng avai lable the 
Z-171 PORTABLE COMPUTER 
at a special price! 
c. · - _, 
$999 $999 
IBM-PC COMPATIBILITY I N  A 1 4# LAPTOP PORTABLE 
FEATURES: OPTIONAL 
• BA CKLIT LCD SCREEN 3 8 4 K  MEMOR Y 
• 2 - 5 - Y.. " FLOPP Y  DISK DRIVES AND RECHA RGEA BLE BA TTER Y PACK 
• 2 5 6K RA M UPGRA DA BLE TO 6 4 0 K  $89.00 • 1 SERIAL AND PA RALLEL PORTS 
• BUJL T-IN SOFTWA RE INCL UDES: 
CALCULA TOR 
A PPOINTMENT SCHEDULER 
PHONE DIREC TOR Y  
TELECOMMUNICA TIONS 
CLOCK/WORLD MA P 
CALENDA R 
• MS-DOS 3 - 1 
FOR MORE INFORMA TION A ND DEMONSTRA TION CONTACT: 
WORD LINK 
24 E. GREEN 
CHAMPAIGN 
359-9378 
Fri day 's 
68 ()Ct�be! • 0. • 986Classified ads 
tffl.Services .Offered 
"My Secretary , "  word 
pro.cessi n g .  Professional 
resume packages, letters, 
quality term papers, thesis. 
903 1 8th . 345- 1 1 50 .  
00 -
PR
-
O
-
FE
-
SS
-
10-,---N
-
A
-
L
-
R�E�S.,...,,UME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATION QUIK PRINT. 
W. Park Plaza, 345-633 1 . 
1 0/00 
_N_E_E_D
-=TY-,-.P l
-
N�G
-=DO N E? 
Professional Typist. Call 345· 
2595 after 5 p . m .  
______ 1 0/23 
tt . Help Wanted 
Student fami l iar with Multi· 
Mate Word processing Soft· 
ware to train staff and make 
conversions from IBM Writing 
Assistant .  Please contact John 
Flynn ,  Director Financial Aid, 
Student Services Building . 
------:-c::---:::- 1 0/ 1 0 
OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer, 
yr. round.  Europe , S. Amer. , 
Australia, Asia. All fields. 
$900-2000 mo . Sightseeing . 
Free info . Write IJC ,  PO Bx 52· 
IL3 Corona Del Mar,  CA 
92625.  
________ 1 0/ 1 6 
DJ ' s-for portable DJ 
Syste m .  Must be neat , 
dependable ,  with wide music 
background . Send resume to 
Dave Wantland,  P .O.  Box 1 89 
Charleston, IL 6 1 920. 
1 0/ 1 3 
_G_O_V_E_R N
_
M __ E_N-::T::--"""'J O B S .  
$ 1 7 , 500-$60,975 per yr. 
Now hiring. Call 1 -6 1 9-565-
1 657 ext. J . 1 441 1 for current 
federal list. 24 hrs. 
---------,-1 0/ 1 3 
Part time pcsition available as 
habilitation aides. Apply in 
person , 7 3 8  1 8th St .  
Charleston. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 5 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon .  Call Pam. 359· 1 577 or 
1 '800-858-8000 . 
� . � ·  00 
? Wanted 
Salesforce needed to sell 
electronic devices: Everything . 
from bugs to fish callers. R & D 
products. 348-5253. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0  
ft Roommates 
IF YOU CAN'T STAND 
YOUR ROOMMATES, NOW'S 
THE TIME TO MOVE OUT! 
PRIVATE BEDROOMS $ 1 25 
plus util ities. Call 345-4878 or 
345-7993.  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S O R  
NEEDED FOR SPRING. OWN 
ROOM.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
CALL 345- 1 659.  
________ 1 0/ 1 3 
Female roommate needed 
for Spring . Nice apartment and 
roommates. Call Amy 345· 
4009. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Spring Semester Subleaser 
House 3 blocks from cam· 
pus-$ 1 5 5 . 40 ALL UTILITIES 
PAID !  Own room,  2 kitchens, 2 
baths. Call Marla 348-8050 . 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
h>r Rent  
Two bedroom unfurnished 
apartment. Water & garbage 
pickup furnished. Also stove 
and refrigerator .  For more 
information call 1 - 543-2408. 
__________oo 
VERY NICE 2 BDR M .  
F U R N IS H E D  APARTM E NT 
WITH 1 Y2 BATHS . DISH­
WASHER,  CENTRAL HEAT 
A N D  A I R C O N D IT ION I N G .  
SUITABLE FOR 3 O R  4 
S T U D E N T S .  1 0 1 7  
WOODLAWN . PHONE 348· 
77 46 or 348-8580 after 5. 
__________ oo 
RENT REDUCED One and 
two bedroom apartments. 
Flexible lease for two people . 
947 4th St . and 1 305 1 8th St . 
Phone 348· 77 46 or 34?· 
5348 after 5. 
__________oo 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY . 
W A T E R / T R A S H P A I D .  
REDUCED LOW AS $60. 
F R E E . M O N T H .  
MEN-COUP LES.  345-4846 .  
• 1 0/ 1 0 
·�-�----F_o_r_S_al_e 
76 Chevy Monza. $650. 
Call 58 1 -52 1 4 , 58 1 -5445, 
832-8465. 
________ 1 0/ 1 5 
Want to drive your roommate 
crazy? Call for details and 
product line l isting. R & D 
Products. 348-5253. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
KZ 400 Non - r u n n i n g  
motorcycle for sale. Wil l  sell 
parts for dirt cheap. 1 wk. only. 
348-5253 anytime. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
1 980 HONDA CM400T, 
M I NT C O N D I TI O N ,  LOW 
MILES, MUST SEE TO AP­
PRECATE $825/B . 0 .  58 1 ·  
343 7 .  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
1 400 MG.  Amino Acid 
Tablets 300 tabs. $ 1 5 . 0 0 ,  call 
( 6 1 8)544-930 7 .  
________ 1 0/ 1 3 
1 982 Suzuki GN250, $350 
or best offer. 1 9 79 Vespa 
200cc Motor scooter ,  $500 . 
Call 345-4976.  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
TV/VCR Cabinet with folding 
doors and drawer. Month old. 
$80 new. Sell $60 . 345· 
9680. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Oak Entertainment Center . 
Room for TV, VCR and stereo 
plus cabinets below. $200 
new. Sel l  $ 1 2 5 .  345-9680. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
'68 Buick Skylark. Call 58 1 · 
2074.  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
' 7 9  G R A N D. P R I X .  
Gary/silver; PS, PB. , Tilt, 
Cruise, Sunroof! ! Must See! 
Call 345- 1 348.  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
1 9 7 8  F iat X/9 sharp 
$ 1 800/best offer. 345-3063. 
________ 1 01 1 5 
0 
1 Losr/Found 
- $ 1 0 0 . 0 0  C a s h - I n ·  
formation leading to return of 
white Schwinn Sport. No 
Question. Please Call 345· 
3285. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 . 
LOST: Black Lab/setter, 5 
months old. If found please call 
345-3 1 1 0. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
FOUND:  White knit sweater 
in Journalism Office. Claim at 
Daily Eastern News. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
LEVI JACKET lost at Ike's 
Monday afternoon 1 0/6.  Call 
Dab 348-5853.  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
STOLEN : Baseball and glove 
key chain taken from the 
Cadil lac Ranch on 1 0/4.  
Please return to their  mailbox. 
Sentimental value! 
________ 1 0/ 1 3 
Lost dorm keys for Triad . On 
Monday Oct. 6 in Un ion . 
Please call 2 1 94 .  Thank you .  
________ 1 0/ 1 3 
Lost Blue Schwinn Con· 
tinental I I  Bike. At Intramural 
field on 1 0/6 .  Please call 348· 
8947. $Reward . 
________ 1 0/ 1 3  
Found : Jacket i n  C H  232 
Cal l  8-097 4 to claim .  Ask lo 
Todd .  
________ 1 0/ 1 3 
LOST: Blue back pack with 
one valuable nolebook inside. 
Call Ron 348-8762 .  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
FOU ND:  1 small stuffed 
Teddy Bear at J immy John'i, 
Sub Shop. Must identify! 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
<J A nnouncr- m t n t !>  
SHELLEIGH JOHNSON : To 
the world's best Mom and 
volleyball player. Love, your 
Baby Dawn. 
-:-:-------1 0/ 1 0 
No. 1 Mom-Thanks for 
always being there for me. 
You're the best friend a kid 
could ever have. I love 
you-Your No .  1 K i d  
Christine . .  
________ 1 0/ 1 ( 
TICKLE HER FANCY with 
the FTD TICKLER BOUQUET. 
$ 1 0. 95 with rainbow mug. 
Noble's Flower Shop. 345-
7007 . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Sue 2-HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
tomorrow, but we're starting 
tonight. BEER Killers strike 
again !  Sue 1 Bud Hal l .  
...,..-------- 1 0/ 1 0 
Hi Buddy-Thank you for i; 
wonder1ul year! You're my 
best friend,  and much more! 
You're the greatest! I Love 
Ya-Your Buddy. 
_______ 1 0/1 0 
<}: A n�ounct mr-nt �  
K ELLY WAD E :  To an 
awesome big sis, thanks for all 
your help. Love ya, Dawn . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
October is Anniversary 
month at Sirius Fitness. 
Register to win .free mem­
bership, hot tub session , 
tanning sessions. One month · 
$ 1 5 ,  three months · $40, six 
months · $70,  one year · 
$ 1 00.  For three months, six 
months and one year if you 
bring a new member, they join 
for one month for $1 . 345· 
1 544,  7 1 8 Jackson.  
________ 1 0/ 1 3 
The Roses of Sigma Tau 
Gamma would l ike tt wish Beth 
Fremder a Happy Birthday .  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Check out the Homecoming 
specials at goodwil l .  50% off 
any vintage item . Check on 
other  spec ia ls  j ust for 
you-EI U .  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
HOMECOMING IS HERE!  
Order your Football Mums 
early.  $2 . 50 .  Noble's Flower 
Shop. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
FLASH ! Organizations-ha· 
ve you signed up for your 
yearbook picture yet??? Pick 
up info at Warbler Office . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
SIG KAPS AND DATES: Get 
ready for the funnest time at 
the " Moonshine Madness" 
party Saturday!_ 
-��----- 1 0/ 1 0 
KATHY NAIDEN: Who's got 
the best "G-Kid" around? ME!  
Keep smil ing . Phi S ig  Love and 
Mine-Nikki .  
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
Scarlet, Dorothy, and Toto 
too. Carman Hall , and EIU.  
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
SIMULATED STIMULATION 
and THE OUTNUMBERED at 
Roe's Sat. You'll be a better 
person if you come. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
a:;:J. A nnounct m t n t �  
Sig Taus: We had a great 
time all week. We can't wait to 
party with you tomorrow. Love, 
the AST's 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
D a n i e l a  M o r e n o , 
Congratulations on getting 
pinned to Jeff Folgers .  Love, 
Your AST sisters. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
PHI GAMMA NU welcomes 
all alumni back for a great 
weekend. Let's show them 
why we are stil l  No. 1 ! 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
A D L A I  S T E V E N S O N , 
candidate for governor, will 
speak to EIU students 2 : 30 
Friday Oct. 1 O Buzzard 
Auditorium . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Debi . Shari and All ison : Get 
ready for a wild weekend ! You 
guys are the greatest! Lisa. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Bev Amos: I 'm so proud of 
my Iii' Kumquat Jr. Keep up the 
good work and congratulations 
for beating the pomping record 
that I set last year . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
COURTNEY BOYD :  Happy 
1 9th . Birthday! Let's go to 
Ike's, cut up your fake ID's, and 
give the bouhcers dirty looks. 
Also , let's go to the No-Tell 
Motel in  Mattoon and play "I 
Never" with some ditzbal ls 
frol{I SIU .  (Take my advice 
though ,  don't loan them your 
l i fe's savings ! )  You' l l  be 
swimming in  beer, but please 
come home quietly and don't 
throw your keys, you might 
lose your machete again .  I 
heard that Swatch knives can 
lodge under the skin and cause 
a very nasty infection ! We 
hope you're not too hung-over 
on "the day after" though ,  you 
m ight look like a Coke shirt 
that's been taken to the 
cleaners! Love, Meri , Lori , 
Karon,  and Dana. 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
' ' Do-It-yourself'  ' 
C lassifi_ed Ad Form 
Name:  ________________ _ 
Phone : 
Address: ______________ _ 
Ad to read: _____________ _ 
U nder classification of : _________ _ 
Student? D Yes D No 
(Student ads are half price and MUS T 
be paid in advance of publication) 
Payment: D Cash D Check 
CLASSIFIED AD INFORMATION 
COST: 20 cents per  word first day , 1 4  cents 
per word each consecutive day thereafter 
(min imum 1 0  words) . Student rate is half price 
and ad MUST be paid for in advance. 
PLEASE no checks for amounts less than 
$ 1 .00 
PLEASE print neatly . Do not  use Greek 
symbols . 
"Do-it-yourself" classified forms and money 
for the ad may be placed in an envelope and 
deposited in the NEWS drop-box in the Un ion by 
2 p . m. one business day before it is to run .  
Report errors lmmedletety et 581 -281 2. A correct 
wlll eppur In the next edition. Uni•• notHled, 
cennot be responsible for en Incorrect ed efter Its fl 
Insertion. Deedllne 2 p.m. previous dey. 
<}. A nnounct m t nt \ ; � A n nouncr mrnr 
HALLOWEEN COSTU ME Beth Fremder: Happy Bir· 
R E N T  A L  S H O P - H u g e  thday Hon! Hope it was a great 
selection! Call 345-26 1 7  For one! You're a great Iii' sis:! J.C.  
information. 1 0/ 1 0  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
JILL MATHWIG : Thanks for 
doing such an EXCELLENT job 
on the Sig Kap window 
painting ! ! !  
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
L I Z  O ' M A L L E Y  a n d  
MICHELLE ZMIJA: You two 
looked great up on the stage 
for fiomecoming court.  We 
love you lots. Your Phi Sig 
sisters . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
PHI  GAM MA NU actives , 
pledges and friends. There wil l  
be a 4 O'clock club today at 
Eaton 23. Let's start the 
homecoming weekend off 
right! 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
B o d y b u i l d e r s : V o l u m e  
Training-for ultimate gains. 
Guaranteed results. 5 . 00 for 
training program . Send to S . F .  
7 1  8 Jackson , Charleston . 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
The Roses of Sigma Tau 
Gamma would l ike to wish Ann 
Marren a Happy Birthday on 
Oct. 1 1 .  
-------..,..-- 1 0/ 1 0 
M I K E  R I O R D A N : 
Congratulations on becoming 
the Frshman Attendant for 
Homecoming ! !  The Dells . 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
HEIDI  SCHU LTZ: HAVE A 
GREAT DAY ! RICK 
________ 1 0/ 1 0 
Hey Holga, Roscin i ,  and 
Heidi : GIMME A KEG OF 
BEER! Thanks for a "GREAT" 
road tri p  and the sweatshirt . 
Next time watch out for ZITS 
and also . . . . . . . .  SHUT-UP!  
October is Ann iversary 
Month at Sirius Fitness. Buy 
1 O tanning sessions for $28 
and get one free. Register to 
win free tans. 345- 1 544, 7 1 8  
Jackson.  
________ 1 0/1 3 
Janine Kardas: Hey BAbe! 
Haven't said it yet, but 
congrats on Alpha Phi !  You'R 
do a great job . J . C .  
--------'r1 0/ 1 0 
TO T H E  R U S H  ST 
RADICALS: The floor hockey 
thing was fu n .  Let's do it again 
real soon . Timmy you were a 
great goalie . Thanx Dobe1 01 1 0  
B E R R Y  PATC H :  N E W  
HOURS, NEW SPECIALS! 
Mon . -Fri . 1 0a . m . · 1 1 p .m . ,  Sat. 
9a. m . -2a . m . ,  Sunday 1 2p . m . ·  
1 2a . m .  2 FOR 1 SAND· 
WICHES after 9p . m .  any night 
of the week . 1 4 1 6  6th St. Next 
to Coach Eddy's. 
--------'!!� 0/ 1 0 
Cr is is  l n te rven t ionrHelp 
Line-Rape Line .  Rap-Referral· 
Bridge Line To Professionals. 
3P M. To Midnight Daily.  Ph. 
345-2 1 6 2 ,  235-4 1 7 9 .  
______ .c-R,  1 2/ 1 1 
SIM U LATED STIMULATION 
that's right, another ad. Come 
see us! 
________ 1 0/1 0 
SANDY GALLION: I hope 
today gets off to a great stsl 
(compared to Thu�
1
sday). 
Remember, think yellow ! Me. 
---------;;i 1 0/1 0  
Happy Birthday Jimbh , You 
Goofy Looking Bastige, You! 
Your Roomies. Love, Matthew. 
--�,.......,- .,.--....,1 0/ 1 0  ________ 1 0/ 1 0  Official Notices 
Offlclel Notices a r e  pa i d  for throu g h  t h e  Office of 
U nTverslty Relations. Questions concerning· notices 
should be directed to that off ice. 
Computational 
Mathematics Majors 
A l l  C o m p u t a t i o n a l  
Mathematics majors who 
expect to intern between May, 
1 987 and May ,  1 988 are 
required to attend a meeting in  
Main 3 1 6 at  4 p . m .  on 
Tuesday, October 1 4 . 
T. Atkins 
Math Dept. 
Cashiers' 
Office Hours 
The business hours for 
Business Office CashiEtrs 
now: 
8 a . m . - 3 : 3 0  p . m .  Mon . ·Fri. 
CLOSED: Sat. , Sun . ,  
University Holidays 
Max E. Jones, 
Asst. B 
Student Teac h ing 
1 987-1 988 
Students planning to student teach downstate during Fall 1 98 
or Spring 1 988 must apply during departmental mee Ing 
Tuesday, October 28,  1 986 at 3 p . m .  (Students wishing t 
for Summer 1 987 or wishing to student teach in the Chica110 
should NOT attend these meetings, but should come to 
Student Teaching Office, 2 1 0  Buzzard , to apply . )  Rooms for 
meetings on October 28,  1 986 are as follows: 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F ine  Art-Art Rm . 
Business Ed.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Effingham Rm. ,  
University U nion 
Chemistry- Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . Physical Sci .  Bldg . ,  Rm. 4 
Elementary/Jr. High/Spec . Ed. . . . Buzzard Auditorium 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C o l e m a n  H a l l , 
Health Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L a n t z  B u i l d i n g ,  
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . Applied Science Bid 
Life Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Life Science Bldg. 
Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 I d M a i n , 
Music-Instrumental/vocal . . . . . . .  F i n e  A r t s - M u s . , 2 2  
P . E . - Men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L a n t z  C l u b  l� o o  
P . E . ·Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L a n t z  B l d g . ,  3 
Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buzzard B l dg . ,  2 1  
Soc . Science/History . . . . . . . . . . C o  I e m  a n  H a  I I ,  2 
Speech Communication . . . . . . . . C o l e m a n  H a l l ,  1 1  
Technology Educ. . . . . . . . . . . . . Appl ied Science Bldg . ,  2 
Francis E. Summers, 
Student Te 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION MAJORS 
(PPST) PRE-PROFESSIONAL SKILLS TEST 
INFORMATION 
Due to recent mandates from the Il l inois State Teache 
tification Board, all students seeking teacher certificatior1 
'apply for and take the pre-Professional Skills Test (PPsn 
requirement for admission to Teacher Education. This affecll, 
students applying for admission to Teacher Education AFTER 
3 1 , 1 986 . This requirement does not apply to any student 
has applied for Teacher Education and for whom admissloll 
pending . PPST is required for admission to Teacher Ed 
Admission to Teacher Education is required PRIOR to 
Teaching. 
REGISTRATION DATES 
Fall 1 986 August 25 · October 2 1  
Spring 1 987 January 1 4  · February 
March 2 · March 20 April 25, 1 98 
REGISTRATION TIME: Monday through Friday, 1 1  :00 
2 : 00 p . m .  
LOCATION: Booth is located in the University Union 
Lobby. 
PPST Fee: $39 . 00 payable at registration . 
For further information , contact Dr. Francis Summers al 
2620 or in 2 1 0 Buzzard Education Building . 
October 10, 1 986 
•• _______ 1 0/ 1 0 
A KAPPA ACTIVES: 
an exciting week? Of 
you are! What with 
OMING activities all 
long and our SEN· 
AL DATE PARTY to 
things off! Keep smiling,  
we love you all ! --Your 
•=----=-----1 0/ 1 0  
HANIE HILL: Je t'aime 
and every day, happy 
-first! Love Jay. 
i----.,..-,----1 0/ 1 0  
, Welcome home. No 
of last year. Love, 
& Cindy. 
______ 1 0/ 1 0 
y R . :  You're a Super 
eep up the great work' 
Birthday! Love, Suz 
________ 1 0/ 1 0  
TY ABERLE-Congrat-
l o n s  o n  w i n n i n g  
oming King ! The 
ast Club. 
��-:::--.,..--1 0/ 1 0 
TS: The float looks 
TI Thanks for all the hard 
!! Love, the Alpha 
_______ 1 0/1 0 
Back! Simulated 
is at Roe's Saturday . 
lhose way far rad sounds! ! 
�-----1 0/ 1 0  
JS :  The weekend is 
here. All our hard work 
off. Let's win it again ! !  
, the ALPHA GAMS. 
_______ 1 0/1 0 
FREE ADMISSION 8-1 0 
With Eastern News coupon 
tonite at Ted's Warehouse Live 
Band "The Stand". Rock and 
Roll from Decatur. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
DELTA ZETA: Thanks so 
much for all the help you gave 
us on our float. We hope you 
have a great homecoming. 
Love the Women of Phi Sigma 
Sigma. 
_______ 1 01 1 0 
MILLER APPAREL 4-SALE! 
Workshirts, t-shirts, hats, etc . 
Many styles to choose from. 
Call Lisa at 348-7573 for 
details. 
_______ 1 0/1 0 
BUDDY BUTTON ALLUMNI 
BASH ! RELIVE THE BOOZE, 
THE BUTTON , AND THE 
HEADLINE! BEHIND O'BRIEN 
FI ELD-SATURDAY 1 1  : 0 0  
A M .  BE THERE! !  
_______ 1 0/1 0 
Jay Pawlak-The past 2 1  
months have been terrific, but 
the next ones will be even 
b e t t e r . H A P P Y  A N ·  
NIVERSARY! Love, Stephanie. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
KATHLEEN HARTY : Happy 
Birthday! ! This will be one you 
will never forget! Love your, 
Mom . 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
Michelle, Happy one year 
anniversay. Here's to many 
more to come. Love, Rick. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0  
KEVIN KRAMER-SIGMA 
Pl.-AWESOME-THE CAT· 
MAN. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
Curt D. in Weller Hall . Great 
job with rush! Kissy! Kissy! 
Love your l ittle sissies! Smoka 
Paka Sigs. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
ROMANS-SEACH PARTY 
NEXT FRIDAY NITE 1 0/ 1 7 
3 .00 ALL 'U'  CAN DRINK. BE 
THERE . 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
AMA MEMBERS:  Wed· 
nesday, Oct. 1 5 is the 
deadline to sign up for the AMA 
Kansas City trip.  For more 
information contact any AMA 
officer, Dr. Marlow, Dr. Weller, 
or call John at 345-7367 . 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
ROMANS-SEACH PARTY 
NEXT FRIDAY NITE 1 0/ 1 7 
3 .00 ALL 'U'  CAN DRINK. BE 
THERE. 
________ 1 01'0 
REMINDER for all Tekes, 
Teke Lil' Sis and ASA's-Party 
Fri . night for Alumns-Beer 
Breakfast at house Sat . 
m o r n i n g  a ro u n d  9 : 0 0 .  
Homecoming dance at Quality 
Inn in Mattoon Sat. night at 
7 : 3o-Party at house af· 
terwards. Let's Party TKE 
Style. 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
MARIA FLAHERTY: You are 
doing an excellent job on 
Homecoming! We appreciate 
all your hard work and spirit! 
Love, Your Alpha Garn sisters 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
A T T E N T I O N  A L L  
M A R KETING /BUSINESS 
STUDENTS- Today is your 
last chance to join the · 
AMERICAN MARKETING 
. ASSOCIATION! !  Be a part of 
the biggest organization on 
campus! For more info call Tina 
at 345-7203. 
_______ 1 01 1 0  
Hefty: Welcome Home! This 
weekend will be great. Wee 
miss you . Te Quiero. Whimpy 
& Prissie. 
_______ 1 01 1 0 
Campus clips 
Hllng Center will have the Graduate 
Examination {GAE) , General and 
, Saturday, Oct. 1 1  in Phipps Lecture 
·ence Bldg . 
will have carnation sales Oct . 1 0 , 1 3  and 
m 1 0  a .m. -2 p . m .  at a Union Table.  $ . 7 5  
, $2.00 for three. 
11ley Foundation �ill have a Sunday 
Supper Oct. 1 2  at 6 p .m.  at the Wesley 
Foundation Student Center. There will also be an 
arts and crafts program on "Christian Symbols . "  
Supper cost $ 1 . 2 5  plus beverage. 
University Democrats will have a speech by 
Adlai Stevenson Oct. 1 O at 2 :30 p .m.  in Buzzard 
Auditorium .  Everyone welcome. 
Report .-rors lmmedletely at 511·2112. A corr90t ed 
wlll appeer In the next edition. Un.... notified, • 
cannot be re9P011alble for an Incorrect ad after lta llrat 
lnMl'tlon. Deadllne 2 p.m. prewloua day. 
78 
Buddy Button Allumni Bash . W e  are a sincere childless 
Relive the booze, the button, couple that love and want 
and the headline! Behind children . If you know of anyone 
O'Brien field-Saturday 1 1  :00 considering adoption, please 
am. Be there ! !  call collect 1 ·8 1 5-229- 1 423. 
_______ 1 0/1 O Confidential . 
Sportstar Nutritional Sup- , 1 0/1 0. 1 7  
plements. ·All your vitamin , A D L A I  S T E V E N S O N , arninos, minerals, and protein 
needs. Available at Sirius candidate for governor, will 
Fitness-7 1 8  Jackson . speak to EIU students 2 :30 
_______ 1 0/ 1  o Friday Oct. 1 0  Buzzard 
SIMULATED STIMULATION Auditorium .  
and T H E  OUTNUMBERED Sat. _______ 1 01 1 0 
at Roe's. Something to come 
home to. 
....,..,,._..,,...,.,..,.,..,--.,.,-- 1 0/ 1 0 
PHI GAMMA NU get ready 
for an AWESOME weekend 
with our alums! !  
-:=-----:-:-:----::----:-1 0/1 0 
Pee Wee Rives Fan Club. 
RACHELLE : (The girl who 
found my checkbood and 
walle,t about three weeks ago) 
PLEASE CONTACT JEAN AT 
281 2 .  I LOST YOUR AD· 
DRESS.-THANKS. 
_______ 1 0/1 0 
Z's Hair Design-Coming 
soon Suntan Bed . Start 
thinking about Homecoming & 
Formal . 2 1 2 6th St. ,  345· 
545 1 . 
_______ 1 01 1 0 
SPENCE:  TOO BAD YOU 
DIDN'T GET KING! YOU HAD 
OUR VOTE! LOVE, YOUR 
FAN CLUB.  P.S. WHEN'S THE 
NEXT SHOW?!?! 
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
DOUG GOSSETT: Enjoy 
your last Homecoming at 
Eastern ! ! ! !  
_______ 1 0/ 1 0 
"The Stand" from Decatur 
Roes Ted's Warehouse Tonite. 
Free Admission 8-1 0  with 
Eastern News Coupon. 
_______ 1 01 1 0  
This week's theme: Ugly had & 
tie day. 
_______ 1 0/1 0 .THINK AHEAD 
Puzzle Answers 
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. D disappointed 
D disgusted 
D depressed 
0 cramped 
D no privacy 
D no space 
RENT NOW FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER PRIVATE BEDROOM 
Call 
345-2520 
345-2363 
Li ncol nwood 
Pinetree 
Offices at: 
9 1  6 Woodlawn 
Regency Apartments 
. .  - the Regency Image It's a tradition 
Renting NOW 2nd Semester 
' ' HOT RATES ' '  
while they last 
You are special to us 
Come on over and let Regency 
customize a solution to your need§! _ 
* Private bedroom from $1 55 
· · 
* other rates $100 and up 345-91 05 
lp of th e pe  BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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Stretch your dol lars with 
The Daily Eastern Ne ws 
classified ads ! 
' . ' 
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America 's Cup 
trials clouded 
-· by acht turmoi l 
FREM TLE, Australia (AP)-New Zealand's 
unusual fiberglass boat won . its fifth straight 
America's Cup trial Thursday after the legality of the 
boat was challenged by Dennis Conner's American 
syndicate. 
The New Zealand beat previously undeaten 
America II in the preliminary competition that will 
determine the challenger to Australia II ,  the 
defender. Conner's  Stars & Stripes, the only other 
undefeated boat, scored its fifth win in a row with a 
come-from-behind victory over USA. 
In other races, Azzurra scored its first victory by 
defeating winless Courageous IV, White Crusader 
beat Challenge France, Italia trounce Heart of 
America and Canada II  edged French Kiss.  
Conner' s syndicate has sent a letter to the Yacht 
Club Costa Smeralda requesting that core samples be 
taken of the New Zealand boat. The yacht is the only 
fiberglass boat among the 1 3  challengers . 
The Italian club has been designated as the 
challenger of record for challenges and disbutes . 
Bruno Trouble, a spokesman for Costa Smarelda, 
said the club's reply to Conner's  letter won't be made 
public. 
Tom Blackballer, skipper of USA, support 
Conner's  claim against the New Zealand boat . 
"All we want to know is if the boat is legal , "  he 
said . 
Eye on the ball 
Eastern spiker junior Diane Eiserman digs a 
ball during the Panthers' 1 5-8,  1 5-9 ,  1 5- 1 3 
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer 
loss to I l l inois-Chicago Tuesday at Lantz Gym. 
5'a.ge 0ne �rn 
Friday 
The System 
Saturday 
Sim u lated 
Stimu lation 
(Bands Upstairs) 
PUAS 
1 4 1 6  6th St . 345- 1 433 
ANNOUNCING 
NEW HOURS 
Mon, -FrL 
Sat . 
Sun .  
1 0  a . m .- 1 1 p . m . 
9 a . m .-2 a . m .  
12 noon- 1 2  p . m .  
Introducing 3 
NEW Sandwiches 
THE PITA 
SURPRISE 
4 oz.  Meat 
3 slices cheese 
. Veggies and weeds 
NEW RB' S  
SPECIAL 
$1 .69 
THE SUPER SUB 
Bologna, Salami 
Ham, Lettuce, 
Tomato , Weeds, 
3 slices cheese 
Any night after 9 p . m .  
2 FOR 1 
You relax. . .  we hustle! 
J ust call Domino's Pizza 
While you take it easy, we 
custom-make each piz.za 
with your choice of top­
quality i ngredients, then 
bake it fresh. And we 
deliver i n  30 minutes or 
less, or we' ll take $3.00 
OFF the price of your 
pizza! So reach for your 
phone, then relax. Dom ino's 
Pizza Delivers" Quality! 
Aslr about our party 
discounts. 
..,,,, ,, CharMston a 
Eastem IHlnols Unhl.: 
348-1 626 
61 1 7th St 
Hours: 
1 1 AM-2AM Mon.-Sat 
1 1 AM-1 AM Sunday 
Limited delivery areas. 
Drivers carry u nder $20. 
©1 986 Domino's Pizza, I nc. 
01(/, J,,/J t™ r/4PJ tr (Jf,l, • 
DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS® FREE. 
r----------------------1 
ff 
Enjoy your favorite 
Domino's Pizza for 
1 DOLLAR OFF 
the regular price. 
O f f e r  e x p i r e s  
1 0/24/86 
I 
L----------------------J 
8233PM901 
• 
. . .  'Friday, October 1 0, 1 911 
THE VBtlCLf 
Magazine's editor speaks out; 
deadline draws near. See pages 3C and 
SC. 
of Homecoming weekend 
· • om�com1ng: 
- . 
It's a classic tradition 
\ By CRAIG EDWARDS Assistant Verge editor 
Despite a few changes throughout the years , 
Homecoming is still a "classic" example of a col­
lege tradition . 
The pep ra l ly , coronation , spirit games, parade 
and football game are all a part of Eastern's 
H omecoming tradition . 
Quincy Doudna, Eastern president from 1956 
until 197 1 ,  said the thing he remembers most 
about Homecoming is the crowning of the queen , 
which has been a part of Eastern's tradition since 
1 930 . 
"I'm nqt sure what it's like today , but the crown----------------------- ing of the queen was a ceremony with dignity , "  
Doudna said . 
Homecoming traditions include the crowning of the queen, the afternoon foot­
ball game, and the Saturda y morning parade. 
Above left, 1 964 Homecoming Queen Judith Bartlett reigns over the festivities. 
Right, football- toda y, jus t as in '71 - is still an important part of any Homecoming 
celebra tion. Below, the 1 964 Homecoming Queen and her court take part in the 
annual parade. 
(Football photo reprinted from the 1 971 Warbltr. Homecoming queen and 
float pictures reprinted from the 1 965 Warbler.) 
' . ··' .. 
A discontinued Homecoming event is the formal 
Homecoming coronation and dance . During Doudna's term 
as president, the coronation was held after the football game 
in McAfee Gym because Lantz Gym had not been con­
structed . 
. "It was quite a formal affair , "  Doudna said . With the men 
in tuxes and women in long formal dresses,  the queen 
would parade through the crowd before being crowned . 
The Homecoming dance was discontinued in 1977 because 
of lack of attendance . 
One of the newest H omecoming traditions is the 
Homecoming King . Eastern saw its first king, John Mattson , 
in 1985 . 
Another new addition to the Homecoming court is the 
freshmen attendants .  
Some unusual events have taken place during the history 
of Eastern's Homecomings . 
In 1972,  the Homecoming Parade , a tradition since 
1 9 1 5 ,  was canceled because of the increasing costs of 
building floats . Instead , a house-decoration contest was 
held . 
The parade wasn't the only thing called off in 1972.  
Eastern didn't have a queen that year because of a suppos­
ed election violation which was followed by racial 
demonstrations.  
Other events that have come and gone include fireworks, 
Sunday night bands and the burning of the effigies. 
Homecoming weekend, a red-letter holiday on the 
University calendar, is one tradition that will never be forgot­
ten .  
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University Baptist Church 
SeiVices will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  
a t  1505 Seventh St. 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  
a t  2800 University Drive . 
· Christian Campus Fellowship 
Services will be held at 10 :  30 
a . m .  at 223 1 S. Fourth St. 
Wesley United Methodist Church 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at 2206 S .  Fourth St. 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 
a . m .  at 3 1 1  Seventh St. 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 and 
10:45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland. 
Heritage Chapel Church 
Services will be held at 6 : 30 a . m .  
and 10:30 a . m .  a t  9 1 7  Woodlawn 
Drive . .  
Newman Community 
Services will be held at 5 p . m .  
�aturday, 8 a . m .  and 9 : 30 a . m .  
Sunday at St. Charles, and a t  6 : 30 
p . m .  Saturday and 1 1  a . m .  Sunday 
in Buzzard Auditoum .  
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 
a . rn .  and 6 p . rn .  at 2605 University 
Drive . 
St. Charles Catholic Church 
Services will be held at 8 and 
9 : 30 a . rn .  at 92 1 Madison St. 
Page One 
"The Sy�tym" will be playing Fri­
day night and "Stimulated Simula­
tion" will be playing Saturday night 
at Page One , 410 Sixth St. 
Ted's Warehouse 
"The Stand" will be playing Fri­
day night and "Alibye" will be play­
ing Saturday night at Ted's 
Warehouse , 102 N. Sixth St. 
Play The theater department will 
present "Merton of the Movies" at 8 
p . rn .  Friday and Saturday and · at 2 
p .  rn .  Sunday in the Doudna Fine 
Arts Center . 
STAFF 
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Diana Winson 
Assistant Editor . . . . . . .  Craig Edwards 
Photo Editor. . . . . . . . . . .  Rick Stuckey 
Art Director . . . . . . . . .  Becky Michael 
Staff writers . . . . . . . . . . .  Doug Close, 
Karon Farris, Ju l ie Lewis, Joann Met- 1 
zger, Garrick Spears 
Cartoonists . . . . . . . . . .  Pepe Conran, 
Dan F ietsam, Dave Fruehe, Brian Kim­
mel, W. Grahame Wilkin 
� � � ����� � �· To The B�st S l �.,l� ·:::.. :!(F' Homecoming 2 
· .  �- : � King Ever. . . 3 
· Love, your wife 
� � � ����� 
.. 
�� GOOD LUCK 
, PANTHERS! 
Up Up & Away 
Balloonery 
1503 7th St . 
345-9462 
Balloons 
say it all 
I l l inois 
Consulting 
Firm 
Max E� Coffey 
PRESIDENT 
GOOD LUCK EIU PANTHERS! 
WISHING EVERYONE A 
FUN HOMECOMING ! 
Charleston Office 
P .O .  Box 625 
Charleston , IL 6 1 920 
Ph . ( 2 1 7)  348-5500 
Rockome hosts old-time festival 
By KARON FARRIS 
Staff writer 
"It's not Six Flags, but it's 
somewhere you can get in touch with 
the past . "  
So said Jeane Lambeth, public 
relations director at Rockome 
Gardens in Arcola , when talking 
about the "Horsefarrning and Craft 
Days Festival" scheduled for this 
weekend . · 
The horsefarming demonstration , 
which was also' held last weekend , is 
designed to show old-time techni­
ques used by farmers in this area 
specifically , although farmers all over 
the country us,�d the same or similar 
techniques, Lambeth said . 
There will also be thrashing 
demonstrations in which horses 
played a big part. 
"The demonstration is reminiscent 
of working in the fields without the 
modern machinery used today , "  
Lambeth said . 
Other plans for the weekend in­
clude a craft show in which 25 craft­
smen will demonstrate sewing and 
special wheat-weaving techniques 
used during the 1 500s . 
"Originally , men would pick wheat 
on the way to their girlfriend's 
homes . While they walked they 
would form the wheat into a design 
especially for their loved one , "  
Lambeth explained . 
The gardens are scheduled to 
open at 9 a . rn .  and festival activities 
will begin around 10,  Lambeth said . 
At noon there will be an hour 
break for lunch.  Harn and beans will 
be served . 
At 1 p . rn .  the activities will resume 
until 4 p . rn .  with the horsefarrning 
demonstration and 5 p . rn .  with the 
craft show . 
The estimated attendance ex­
pected, depending on the weather, is 
5 , 000 to 6 , 000 for both weekends, 
Lambeth said . 
Park shops will also be open for 
those wishing to visit the trading 
post, furniture shop , etc . 
The Amish home will be open Fri­
day and Saturday only , Lambeth 
noted,  and fresh fried donuts will be 
available at the home . There will also 
be apple cider and sorghum pressing 
demonstrations throughout the 
weekend.  
The- festival is  one of the most 
popular attractions at Rockorne dur­
ing the season,  Lambeth said , which 
begins May 4 and ends October 26 . 
The gardens will be closed the days 
of October 14, 2 1 and 2 2 .  
'The gardens remind you of the 
things that are important that get put 
on the back burner in everyday life , "  
s h e  said . 
For the BEST in 
Entertainment visit-
"The Night Spot'' 
Tues . -All you can drink 
Wed. - Ladies Night, featuring the Male Review 
Thur. - Little Kings Night 
Fri . & Sat. - 2 for 1 drinks & drafts 
;zne.::�' I Th is Sat. 
I 9-s ,, . ,,._,_.,,,_.«..._:·.-z--�.-.-��···.,�-·· ·"·-�:· ·..-.� ·..-.. 1 .;..�� .. �� ....,...·�� �·� ..:� .. .. "!,...i.-· .. � •• . �· C O M E !  C ELEBRATE WITH U S !  IT'S A TRADITI O N !  
,C IDER COFFEE CAKE & COOKIES PARADE-SIDE I 
Store-wide Savings ( IT'S OUR 2 5th ANNIVERSARY ! )  Inside! 
I I ... Mon-Fri 
< 10-5 I a4s-so10 
� 
THE LINCOLN· BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan 
"One Block North of Old Main" 
2 5  Y EARS OF SERVICE TO E l ,  CHARLESTON & U 
( Homecoming's Classic !  Now we are too ! )  
CHECK O U T  O U R  ' ' O N E-DAY-O N LY ' ' 
25th ANNIVERSARY STOREWIDE SPECIAL!  
"where the books are . . .  " 
COME! CELEBRATE WITH US! 
Holl)ecoll)il!g flose $pecial 
ho11g .fiStell) fldses 
3 Long Stem Roses Wrapped $ 500de l 
Bud Vase ( 3  LSR) $ 7 50 del . 
1 Doz. wrapped $ 1 0.00del .  
1 Doz. vased $ 1 5.00de l .  
Order Early for free Delivery! 
345- 1 0 5 7  
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life of an editor can be quite exciting (so they 
) and for the poet-editor of The Vehicle , 
's literary publication, this holds true as well . 
the Monday deadline for the fall '86 Vehicle 
hes, I chatted with editor in chief Bob Zordani 
some of his outlooks as the magazine's "head 
" and his own views on the world of creative 
as a whole . . 
ni: This has been my whole major goal , since 
day I came to Eastern , was to be the editor of 
ehic/e , and I've finally realized that goal . I'm 
excited-and I'm scared . It's cool , though; it's 
a great opportunity . 
: How does the editorial staff decide on what 
d doesn't go in The Vehicle? 
nl: The staff is limited to Sigma Tau Delta 
's English honorary society) members. I don't 
whether I like that so much, but that's the way it 
i \  DIANA WINSON I Verge editor 
Zordani :  Wow ,  you know, that's right; there is no iJ 
money in poetry . It's awfully hard to get grants and !. 
stuff. � 
Poetry is my life ; that's what I do. That's the root of ·!" 
everything- it's the center . And if you're going to be 0 
serious about writing poetry, you can't think about the 2. 
money . You have to do it simply because you love it . f 
And I love it. I'll never stop . 0 
Verge : Have you ever found a time that you just :.. 
couldn't write? ! 
Zordani :  Boy, I've never thought about it. I guess 
there are times you can't- you just have to hope you 
hold on to it (the idea) and if you don't . . .  oh well . 
You know, there's a billion and three zillion billion 
quadbillion trillion ideas out there ; there ar:e many , 
many things to write about. 
Verge : Do you do any fiction at all? 
Zordani :  Yeah , I do write occasional fiction . My fic­
tion is vile . The fiction I write I can't print in my 
magazine . . . just profanity everywhere, and sex and 
violence-fiction's kind of my outlet for all of that stuff: 
the violence and the sex and the degradation , humilia­
tion . 
then again , I would choose all these people to 
with me because they're all smart-we don't 
one stooge in the group . I think that we do a 
good job. 
: What is the judging process like? Vehicle editor Bob Zordani 
My fiction is just unprintable on The Vehicle's 
pages. I would be in big trouble if I putmy own work in 
ni: Everyone on the staff reads every contribu- diversified a group of people . One of the things I like 
and they judge each individual piece -poem ,  t o  stand by- one of the things that I ' m  proud of- is 
story·, essay , whatever it is-from one to five, that we have so many people represented in The 
one being the worst and five being the best. Then Vehicle . 
there . . 
Verge : Some people say that writing fiction is easier 
than writing poetry because you don't have to concen­
trate as much on each word . 
e all the scores, knock off the highest and lowest And not just English majors. I don't want to exclude 
. . .  just like they do in ice-skating competition . anyone just because of what they study; I want to Zordani :  You have to be just as careful with fiction as with poetry. It has to be just as tight as poetry . 
: Some people say there is too much of an make this a representative thing. My fiction is very rhythmical . You make rhythm 
with sentence length, the connections between 
sentences and stuff like that. I love Hemingway- his 
short sentences are "ba-boom , boom , boom- and 
James Joyce , too, I notice , and Faulkner with those 
·s on poetry in The Vehicle . I like to put in short stories , don't get me wrong . But 
ani: Part of that is that more poetry is written it seems the poetry is better around here , and we get 
, There are more (poetry) teachers than fiction much more poetry than short fiction . 
-that's one reason there's going to be more . Verge : What do you say to critics who say "there's 
(See POET-EDITOR , page 16C)· , if we used more fiction , then it wouldn't be as no money in poetry"? 
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SIGMA PI i 
invites you to 
''It's A Classic'' 
IHl��lll 
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ARROW TRAVEL 
348- 0 1 47 
�Travel P lans? 
We want to be your AGENCY 
�� Free instant reservations for 
Airl ines, Amtrak, Tours, Charters 
West Park Plaza TH-F 9-6 
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SHOES • OUTDOOR FASHIONS 
"All the best brands, at the best price." 
University Vilage • Charleston • 345-3001 
' 'What a piece of work is man, 
In form • . •  how like a god. ' '  
William Shakespeare 
Student Rates 
$20/MONTH 
· $50/3 MONTHS 
$ 1 25/YEAR 
HOURS 
M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
SAT 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
. SUN NOON-5 p.m. 
Saw's Health C/ub-
oowNTowN CHARLESTON 
EAST SIDE OF SQUARE 
348�1SA W .  ·Where Fitness is Fashionable 
1 .................................................................................. ... 
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Good Luck Panthers 
.Panther COistributina 
entries scheduled for annual Homecoma·ng·parade . .  · . . .. . . · . .  �c 
loves a parade . 
classic ,"  will be implemented Into the parade . "We've 
tried to get some classic cars dating from as far back as 
1900 to 1959,"  she said . 
will only be called -off if it ls lightening and thundering. "  J 
She added that the only real problem rain poses is to • 
the quality of the floats. i excitement is building up, as people all around 
on are decorating floats, tuning up their horns 
shining their cars for Saturday's 10 a . m .  
oming Parade . 
The 1 986 Homecoming King and Queen, Gail 
Burlingame and Martin Aberle , will ride in style for the 
big event, seated in an old-fashioned, horse-drawn 
carriage . 
Organizations from the university and the communi- i 
ty have been working hard on their homecoming float � 
creations. Young said contests will be held for several � 
different divisions of float judging. • g. • about 95 entries scheduled for the annual 
Homecoming coordinator Kathy Young said 
ks the parade will end about 1 1  a. m. "We ex­
to last about an hour, "  Young added. "Maybe 
at the latest . "  
n g  said line-up at Morton Park will begin a t  8 
"The police will be escorting the floats to the side 
at about 6 a. m . , "  she added . "The parade is 
led to make its way to Sixth and Seventh 
" 
Jennifer Davis and Michael Riordan , the fjrst 
freshmen attendants to ever be featured in the parade , 
will be set apart from the royal court by enjoying the 
parade scene from the back of a convertible . 
"By separating them it will make it,seem a little more 
special for the king and queen , "  Young added.  
Although the expected rain for Saturday casts 
somewhat of a dark cloud over hopes of a successful 
parade ,  Young said she isn't too worried about the 
forecast. 
"Our judging panel is made up of instructors and :. 
area residents who have something to do with ? 
Homecoming, but who have no affiliation with an i 
organization that might be entered into the contest, "  °' 
Young said . 
Some of the contest divisions include : flatbed floats 
with non-movable parts, walking floats, highly 
decorated floats with movable parts, community floats 
and highly decorated cars. 
ng said this year's Homecoming theme, "It's a 
Young said trophies , which have traveled from one 
"The parade will go on even if it rains , "  she said . "It · . (S�e 95,  page 129 ���===S:aa�Si!a!��--llllll!!!!!laa�==-ea;;a;a� hicle deadline Monday 
dent writ�rs and artists may want 
h up some of their best works to 
to Eastern's literary magazine , 
ehicle . before 4 p . m .  Monday . 
or in chief Bob Zordani said con­
ns for the magazine have been 
in ,  but he expects to get most of 
this week and Monday . 
Vehicle is a 48-page "digest"­
magazine consisting of student 
, short fiction , artwork and 
aphy,  Zordani said . It comes 
ce a semester and is free to any 
student . 
"I wish we had more money , because 
then we could make a much better 
magazine - a  magazine of higher quali­
ty , for sure , "  he said . 
The Vehicle 's editorial staff consists of 
two other editors- seniors Jeanne Fitz­
maunce , fiction editor . and Dan 
VonHolten,  poetry editor-in addition 
to all members of Sigma Tau Delta , 
Eastern's English honorary society , Zor­
dani said . 
Submissions are judged by the 
editorial staff on an anonymous basis , 
and are ranked from one to five . The 
poems with the highest average are 
chosen for publication , Zordani said . 
for the. best donuts on earth try • . •  
Paradise Donuts 
formerly Dixie Cream 
try em . . .  you' ll like em 
410 7th St. 345-5005 
Same hours Same friendly service 
Discounts for Clubs , Schools , Churches 
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CHARLESTON LANES INC. 
1 310 E .  Street • Charleston, I l l inois 61920 • (21 7) 345-6630 
TRY OUR MOONLIGHT 
BOWLING SATURDAYS 
(from 1 1  pm to 1 am) 
GOOD LUCK PANTHERS 
Best wishes, 
against Northern Iowa 
Charleston 
Pawn Shop 
e buy, sell, trade and 
a k e  l o a n s  o n  
amonds, gold, silver, 
ins and most anything 
value. 
�,�cOM INs # 
��,,� � SA·TURDAY � 
OCTOBER 1 1  iamonds & coins e our specialty 
348- 1 2 1 4  :· •a• >a� 
· �·ih� er �� E1.J-1N S�· 
��il .... n,�c:;�.-�.��'�"'A'��d ;n o" . I �:! 011rn1ol O.c. o • o h • l'  A l n•ou>h1e r e  
s 
SEAFOOD BUFFET I 
I-SAT SUN. s 
:JO-'HO pm) (Noon-9 pm) ' 
LL YOU CAN EAT � 
$6.95 � 
PLUS-Won-Ton Soup, Salad Bar la 
egg rolls, sweet & sour pork, fried rice, 
beef broccoli, mandarin chicken, shrimp 
with Chinese vegetables, twice cooked s 
vegetables. crab legs, ribs & chicken 1· 
wings & a fortune cookie. 
BUFFET TAKE OUT-345-501 1 
B 
Giii!!!!!55JClJ'-'G1'-•a@ 
. PARADE-Starts at 
Morton Park 1 O a. m .  
A WARD PRESENTATION 
Halftime of footbal l 
game 
FOOTBALL GAME 
EI U/vs . Northern Iowa 
O' Brien Field 1 : 30 p. m .  
'· 
c 
i CONGRATUIATIONS CON RATULATI N 
GAIL BURLINGAME 
on being chosen EIU 1986 
Homecoming Queen 
Love your, Alpha Garn Sisters 
-
• 
r 
· > 
Kathy Young . .  . · -
on a great job as 1986 
. ·I 
UB Homecoming Coordinator 
Love, your A<1>- . $isters 
�------------------------------------.-c... 
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401 LINCOLN 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
VISA/MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED 
=sPR 1T couPoN, - -
SALE 
BUY A REGULAR PRICE SWEATER 
GET A PAIR OF LEGGINS 
FOR ONLY 51 0 (UP TO 532 VALUE) 
EXPIRES • 1 0/1 2/86 • EIU COUPON 
BUY A REGULAR PRICE SHIRT OR SLA_CKS 
GET A PAIR OF SOCKS 
FREE (UP TO 56 VALUE) 
EXPIRES • 10/1 2/86 • EIU COUPON 
1�\) s\Gt��� 
Welcome 
Alums 
Homecoming '8 
BASKIN-ROBBINS ICE CREAM STORES 
Vlf3 
FU N FOR ALL. AG ES·! !  
B i rt hday Part i es Soror i t ies  
Sc hool  G roups F ratern i t ies 
C h u rc h  G ro u ps Soc i a l  G roups 
Any get-tog e t h e r  of 13  or m ore peop l e  
A P IG OUT: 
I nc l udes a l l  t h e  ice c ream you c a n  eat i n  an hou r ! ! 
F ixed any way you 'd l i ke :  
In  a d e l i c ious Banana S p l i t  
. A t h i c k  shake 
A S u pe r  Su ndae w i t h  a l l  the t r i m m i ngs 
O r  i n  a c u p  or cone 
Whatever you r t aste desi res 
W i t h  one set pr ice per person.  (ONLY $4 .00) 
� 
�"�"· 
� B a s k i n - Rob b i n s  I c e  C re a m  •P "' 634 W .  L i n c o l n - West P a r k  P l az a  ��u�;. '--1 • C h a r l e st o n ,  1 1 1 i n o i s  6 1 920 � � 2 1 7-345-33 3 1  
D 
----- -· ... .-....J�--1� Q 
Del ivery- Between 
4-1· 2 a m  
• 1 O pc. Box, Rolls , and Free 
Quart of Coke • 
only $6.25 
• 4 pc . ·sox w/rol l and 
Lg . Coke • · on ly $3.25 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
COLLEGE DA.'{S O N  .aLt 
A P.u ""'ll' t or S t ud1• n i -.  I h.i t  I i h t> S k i i n q  Or J u -. 1  I O \  1• r\ ( J n•,, I rinw 
$280 ,. , , , , . I H \ \ •.J'OH I \ l lf > \  . . · · I \ \ I  \ H \  I . ' , ., ., ;  . - . •  
COMPARED TO OTHER SKI AREAS, 
STEAMBOA T IS THE PLA CE TO BE OVER WINTER BREAK. 
FILLED WITH S TUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE NATION, 
IT'S A GREA T  TIME YOU DON7 WANT TO MISS. 
THE OFFICIAL "COLLEGE DAYS" PACKAGE INCLUDES, 
T rdn .. p o f l d l m n  pdt " d lJP 1 m  l u d P '  r o u n d  l n p  m o l o r  t Hdt h l°?d n..,por l d l lO n  from 
1 dmpu .. 1 0  � I P d m hodl ' o u "'i l l  d P P •t r l  t dmpu .. Jdnudr\ I .  1 9H i  a r n 1i. 1 n q  1 h4' n.- .. 1 
d.s\ C ndt hP., \.\ 11 1  IPd\ P lo t t> l u r n  J d n U d T \  i. 1 91'(7 d T f l \ t nlf h u m v  r h v  n .. ,1 dd\ 
C odi hf"" \4 P  u'P d T V  l hf' mo't  modPrn d n d  lul l\.  Pqu1ppt>d d l. d i ldh lf' 
f- 1 \ P  n 1 g h 1  .. dt  t o m modd l m n  .. di l u , u r \  t o n d o m m i u m  .. 101 d l v d  r 1 q h 1  in "l l v d m h o d l  
\ 1 l la9P P n m . n ('  d t  t o m mudd t i u n '  \4 1 1 1  hP d i  l h t'  S t o r m  � f'ddm'" " C 1 1 n d 1 1 m 1 n i u m .,  
.\t 1 ommodd l i o n '>  1 n 1  l u d v  d f i r f' p l d t  " · l u l l  k i l t  h . .  n .  h d r  1 o u n l t' r  d f t'd .  t o lor  I \  
l'ldlc  on1,. . h t' , U t' d  p o o l .  '> d U n d  .. .  d n d  h o l  t u h .,  I 01 d t P d  o n l 1,.  d h o u l  !)0 l, d rd' f r o m  ! h t'  
h f l .,  1, o u  t d n · 1  d '> k  f o r  morv 
.\ four  out of f i \ P  dd\. .,OU\ P m r  p h o l o  l i f t  l i t  k t' t  d i  .., l t' d m ho..i l 
f· ull  1 1 mt' I rd'- Pl rPp., lo l h r o\.lt p d r l lt' .,  d n d  t o k P  qood 1 o r v  1 1 1 1.. ou 
A yrPcU "'l h P d u l P  of  pcuf ip., d n d  dt 1 1 \.  l h t' .,  1 n 1  ludinq h o t  !uh h o p p \  h o u r  .. .  moun­
/d1n .. 1dP Y> i nP o n d  t h P P ., V  p d r l l P  .. .  loi.. of f r f' t' t t> f r P ., h m P n t '> .  qood mu .. u .  o n d  .. omt' 
( oupon hook' Y> i t h  d i  .. t o u n l .,  di Inc di v .. t d h l i  .. hm .. n 1  .. 
Optiondl !!oki r v n l d l .,  dt qrPd t l \  r v d u 1  f'd r d l f' '  
Optional ., k i  IP.,.,on, for d l l  l \ PP '  of ., k i v f '•  d i  r f' d u t  f' d  r d l t' .,  
All '"'"•., dnd t i p  .. i n t  ludt>d 
TO SIGN UP 
OR FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT RANCE AT 
345-6720 OR JOE 
AT 58 1 -5793 
r 
� - . -
CROSS-COUNTY 
MALL 
Welcomes 
PARENTS ,  
·students & Alumni 
Come in & Check out 
THE P & S 
ANTIQU E  SHOW 
Thursday thru Sunday 
OC T. 1 6- 1 9 
PLUS 
OUR 4 0  GREA T STORES 
FOR YOUR SHOPPING 
CONVENIENCE 
CROSS-COUNTY MALL 
Route 1 6  
Mattoon ,  I L  
The CAST and CREW of 
" Merton of the Movies' � 
BAC K· TH E PA NTH ERS 
ALL TH E WAY ! ! 
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Large Size Pizzas 
wfth Cheese & 
ONE Item 
CHARLESTON 
3 WEST LINCOLN AVE. 
345-4743 
. En• illiml � •·•• ChMM � 
� -.��� � - per cua:wner Carry Qui Onty ExpHa 1 0/1 7/86 
®�� 
· · ·• Verge / Friday, October 1 0, 1 188 
Buy one Pina . . . get one free! 
3 W. LINCOLN 
(Between Royce Rentals & Courtesy) 
PH. 345-4 7 43 
OPEN FOR LUNCH 
AT 1 1  A.M. 
2 Slices & Med. Pop $2.36 plus tax 
1 Days A Week 
- - - - VAI.lJABLE COUPON---· 
Buy Any Siz� Original Round P�za at Regutar Price and Get Ille Identical Pizza 
F:REE! 
CHARLESTON 
3 WEST LINCOLN AVE. 
345-4743 P�c;;:::i=:-==· 
pwtiC:� Lee c.s.ts• C•uy Ouc <lnly ExpAa 1 0/1 7/86 I ®LWb�, 1 
--------.... ... -""."--J 
OT POT 
II 
The finest in jazz & rock 
The finest atmosphere & 
entertainment 
-30 Imported beers 
-Becks l ight & dark on tap 
bQe � g <tfQowell � op 
,, I Sweetest a c 8 ,, ��Sweet" Heart Rose 
.....,,...,.,,.____.... � Bouquet $12.50 
5til & Jefferso11 345 .. 7007 
I West Rt. 1 6 
I 
I 
I n 
1 0 · �  
1 0 
I z · (Offer good Sunday thru Friday) 
\ SEAFOOD BUFFET ON WEEKEND NITES 
I EXPIRES NOV. 10, 1 986. NO OTHER COUPONS MAY BE USED. 
z 
0 
0... 
::) 
0 u 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
r---- \.'f,l lll� lll l" CUlll'tJr,- - --r-----------...-- - - - ·:Atl l l\ n l F. COOro�� - - - -1 
TWO Pl% AS FREE '1, $ ®�� 9?.? Buy one Plua • • •  gct one frtel PIZZA 1 
Lar�e Slze Pizzas 3 W. LINCOLN Rou�vP����·,·���?���roce With Cheese & (Between Royce Rentals & Courtesy) and Gel lhe lden11cal Pizza 
O N E  Item FREE' CHARLESTON PH 345 4743 .3 WEST LINCOLN AVE. • • CHARLESTON 
345.4743 OPEN FOR 
3 WEST LINCOLN AVE. 
•··· -·""" •.•• .,,_.. .... .,,.. LUNCH 345.4743 
at =��trtt�a��� al AT 1 1 A M P�ic:,;;��:=·�:t.:!";"OU::� f coupnri pw cuSIOmet' Cafly Our Oury • • particip.a11ng Llftle C.wsa1s• I Expires 1 01 1 7/86 c .. ,, o,,  °""' Expires 1 0/ 1 7/86 1 ;,,--.. i:r � �- 2 Slices & Med. Pop $2.36 plus tax ;'$'_ . r MQ!,... �·. 1 " '/. .. �  1 Days A Week · ,.r. . �  L-�-------�--�...._ __________ ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J 
Fri. , Oct. 10 - Panthers Lounge 
T. G.I .  e 4 O'clock Clu ' . ) 
October Fest Pitchers 
22 oz. Michelob Glasses 1 -3 p . m . -$1 . 75 
$1 . 50 refills $ 1 . 00 3-6 p. m . - $2. 00 ( Free Pinball Drawing } 
Ticket w I Special 
6 2 6  W .  Lincoln FREE DELIVERY 
1 / 1 6 oz . Pepsi 
with delivery of small 
dium , Large or medium pizza • 
or-X-Large Pizza 2/ 1 6 oz. Pepsis 
Limit one per pizza with large or x-large 
{ HourS: 1 1 - 1 Mon-Thur . :  1 1 -2 Fri & Sat ; .4- 1 2 on Sun . )  
- _ ,_  _ _ _ _  _. __ ._ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
When- the 
UNI Panthers 
have the ball • • • 
Northern Ion Offen• Eastern llllnol• Defen• 
80 Sherrod Howard . . . . .  TE 67 John Jurkovlc . . . . . . .  LE 
73 Steve Spoden  . . . . . . .  LT 92 Aaron Thomas . . . . . . . NG 
65 Jeff Chambers . • . . . . .  LG 93 Carl Parker . . . . . . . . .  RE 
5 1  Mark Hanssen . . . . . . . .  C 97 Rick Ziemann . . . . . . OlB 
67 Louis Cox . . . . . . . . . .  RG 6 1  Jeff Mills . . . . . . . . . . . ILB 
7 1  Mark Botkin . . . . . . . . .  RT 53 Dan Polewski . . . . . . .  ILB 
3 Luis Gonzalez . . . . . . . FL 45 Mike Briscoe . . . . . . .  OlB Eastern's 
ference in te 
passing yarda 
are split end 
4 Scott Francke . . . . . . .  SE 8 Rod Reynolds . . . . . . .  CB 
2 6  Mike Smith . . . • . . . . .  QB 9 Greg Rhea . . . . . . . . . .  CB 
48 Errol Peebles . . . . . . . .  FB 42 Bob Bronaugh . . . . . . . SS 
27 Carl Boyd . . • . . . . . . .  HB 22 Darius Shavers . . . . . . .  FS 
6 Mike Angell . . . . . . . . .• PK 1 Steve Tiiiotson . . . . . . . . P 
1 A .  Price ,  
Panther Update 
Whal to expect: This is no doubt the 
biggest game at O'Brien Stadium this 
season for Eastern. It has all the 
makings of the classic "winner takes 
all" college football game as the 
Gateway rivals battle for top honors in 
the conference. Eastern was the last 
team to beat Northern Iowa during the 
regular season in 1 984, and has also 
defeated the purple Panthers four 
straight times at O'Brien. Eastern lost 
at Northern Iowa 2 1 -20 last season .  
The purple Panthers of UNI sport the 
top defense in the conference while the 
Panthers of Eastern have the 
Gateway's top scoring and passing 
offense. The stakes in the game are 
reason enough for motivation on both 
team's part. Neither team can afford a 
let-up in intensity when they take the 
field Saturday afternoon. One thing . 
Eastern must make sure to do is play 
tough early . Last week, the Panthers 
had a slow start 
allowing the Flames to tu 
1 5- 1 4  in the third quarter. 
opportunity ,  Northern 
capitalize on a simi 
However, the Panthers 
their offense am do 
Liberty 26..() in the 
game. A quick start is 
Eastern is to matc:h N 
ability to run the score u� 
the chance. 
· 
Who to watch: Senior 
quarterback Sean Pay 
within 1 ,300 yards of the t 
passing yards plateau a 
Payton completed 25 
attempts for 333 Yardsl 
touchdown last week. 
receiver Roy Banks 
Panther career recei · 
record in receiving six 
yards against Liberty. Ho 
. Boyd, a S-6, 1 69-
sparks the Northern 
ck . Fullback Errol 
the purple Panthers 
ting inside threat. 
is also solid on 
purple Panthers are 
t with size. However, • 
's real strength rests 
· g corps . Senior Mike 
's Gateway Defensive 
Year, and Bob Storbeck 
uality group of purple 
• Even though forced 
faces in its secon­
Iowa possesses the 
defense against the 
vital if the purple 
to ground the " Eastern 
. 
: Senior quarterback 
the catalyst of the 
balanced Northern Iowa offensive 
attack. Running backs Carl Boyd and 
Errol Peebles key the sweep-and-trap 
ground game for the purple Panthers. 
Split end Scott franeke is the Northern 
Iowa deep threat, lVhile Boyd is also 
used on short routes. Inside linebacker 
Mike Farley is the tie that binds the 
Northern Iowa defense together. 
Key Injuries: None. 
What's at stake: A Northern Iowa 
victory would be a giant step to locking 
up the purple Panthers' second straight 
Gateway Conference title. A win 
would also be a big boost in the I-AA 
rankings. A loss could cost Northern 
Iowa the conference title, as well as a 
possible bye for the I-AA playoffs . 
-Dan Verdun 
When the Panthers 
have the ball • • •  
� ..... Often-. 
80 Wiie Caln . . . . . .. . . . . 8E 
78 Chris Gell9 • . . • • . • . • •  LT 
72 Mark Peterlon . . . . . • •  .LG 
76 Sean O'Brien . . . . . . . . .  C 
69 Jim Mlteff . . . . . . . . . .  AG 
62 Steve Bonnes . . . . . . .  RT 
32 Shon McCray . . . . . . . .  TE 
2 Roy Banks . . . . . . . . . .  FL 
2 1  Calvin Pierce . . . . . . . .  SB 
20 Dl!Wayne Pitts . . . . . . .  HB 
1 8  Sean Payton . . . . . . . .  QB 
1 Rich Ehmke . . . . . . . . .  PK 
NOrthem tow. �  
99 Jeff Beallea . . . . . . . . .  DE 
83 Teny Orth . . . . . . . . . . RT 
90 Mike Cempbell . . . . . .  NG 
42 Art Stelken . . . . . . . . . .  RE 
22 Spencer Cowan . . . . . .  LB 
1 8  Bobble Wllllsna . . . . . . LB 
48 Mark Farley . . . . . . . . . LB 
1 2  Mark Hein . . . . . . . . . . LB 
1 3  Thelonlous Key . . . . . .  CB 
9 Christopher Klieman . . CB 
24 David McCorvey . . . . .  FS 
3 1  Clay Netusil . . . . . . . . . . P 
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Tell Someone 
They're Special 
with a 
Sweetest Day 
Personal 
in The Daily 
Eastern News -
Ads will appear 
Friday , October l 7 
1 0¢ a word 
1 5  word 
9C 
Message------------..,..---------
Art: A) -�· 
Choose . ' � . 
one . 
$1 extra -
Place your personal ad .at The Daily Eastern News 
Office, Buzzard Building, North Gym 
DEADLINE: MONDAY, OCTOBER 1 3  
\ 
/ 
. 
· . · · Budweiser, 
Ronchetti Dist .  Co . 
2621 Lakeland , Blvd . 
· Mattoon , 1 1 1 . 234-8200 
& 
Wishes the PANTHERS 
GOOD LUCK 
�� ��}� ���N 
1 0  Off Sale 
SALE PRICES I N  
EFFECT OCT 1 - OCT. 1 3  
In addition see 
our Fall Markdowns 
located in :  West Park P laza 
E.L. KRACKIRS 
PRESENTS 
' ALL YOU CAN EAT . • • I 
. . · :  .. � .  
� · �-·· · ��I �IJJ�®£W ' O••Hnq l f nl< • l nmn""' 
®lfdlQJ�@I]J 
1 0:30 - 2:00 
$6.95 
CARVED ROAST BEEF 
SLICED HAM, OMELETTES, 
BELGIAN WAFFLES, 
SALAD BAR 
Other Items 
Avai lable I nclude: 
• B l ueberry Muffins 
• Biscuits & Gravy 
• Texas F rench Toast 
• F resh F ruit 
• Sausage L inks & Bacon 
• Danish, Bagels  
• F resh Vegetables 
• Cinnamon Rol l s  
''It's A Classic'' 
Welcome Home 
: Alums!! 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
Hairstyles 
. . . .  for any occasion 
West Par� Plaza, 
Charleston 
345-6363 
KICK-OFF Homecoming Weekend at 
FRIENDS & CO. - 509 Van Buren 
Open at 10 a.m. serving coffee, hot chocolate and full-line menu until I a.m. 
Sandwich Menu Appetizer Menu 
-Italian Beef -Ham & Cheese -Mozzarella -Nachos with 
croissant cheese sticks cheese sauce 
-Reuben -Horseshoe -Eggrolls -Deep Fried 
-BBQ -Gourmet Mushrooms 
B�rgers 
Appearing LIVE in the Back Bar Sat. Night 
The Outstanding Wescott, Epperson & Davis Trio 
($ 1 Cover) 
Check out our array of Imports as well as our full-line of domestic beer 
. . 
' 
•1cGroups· put time 
1 . . 
g into float work 
I :!Je:�N METZGER · 0 �������������� 
>: On Saturday morning, as Eastern's 
!! Homecoming parade winds its course � through Charleston, spectators will stare 
& with awe and wonder as the moving � floats glide by . 
� But will they know just what it takes 
1- to create one of t.hese "mobile crea-
tions?" 
This year, there will be 10 flatbed 
floats in Eastern's H omecoming parade . 
Some are entered by groups of the 
Eastern community and some by 
groups in the Charleston community . 
There are two categories for flatbed 
floats : basic flatbed floats and flatbed 
floats with movable parts . 
Like many sororities and fraternities 
on campus , members of Sigma Kappa 
and of Lambda Chi Alpha have com­
bined their efforts to create one the 
flatbed floats with movable parts to be 
entered in the parade . 
"It's been going really smooth , "  said 
Amy Reeser , co-chairman of Sigma 
Kappa's H omecoming c o m mite e ,  
earlier i n  the week . "You've just got to 
be serious about it . "  
Time and effort is put into the pro­
duction of a flatbed float. Usually the 
float production is done by all the· 
members of the group entering the 
float, with long hours being devoted to 
the construction , Reeser said . 
The first step, similar to the - days of 
high school homecomings, in creating a 
float is coming up with a theme and a 
design for the float, she said . The n ,  the 
dimensions of the float are figured and 
construction of the float begins with the 
construction of the frame . 
The last step is applying the pomps, 
which are the colored squares of tissue 
paper used to cover the entire float . 
"Building the frame is the hardest 
part ,"  said Reeser . "The pomping just 
takes a lot of time ."  A full week is usual­
ly put into the float production but plan­
ning can be started as early as 
September, she said . 
Groups entering floats must follow 
certain rules concerning the size of the 
float and safety precautions . These rules 
are set by the University Board 
H omecoming Committee .  
In competition , floats are judged on 
theme, originality , design and con­
struction , color coordination and special 
effects . In addition , floats that are 
entered in the "flatbed floats with 
movable parts" category are judged on 
how realistic the float's movable parts 
are . 
95_· ___ from page SC 
winner to the next each year , will  be 
presented along with the Homecoming 
Spirit trophy during halftime of the foot­
ball game . 
Along with the colorful floats and old­
time cars will be the entertaining perfor­
mances by the marching bands, who 
come in from the surrounding area to 
help Charleston celebrate Eastern's 
Homecoming. 
Young said bands from as far as the 
Bloomington and St .  Louis areas have 
been invited to take part in Saturday's 
extravaganza . \ 
"Most of the bands in the parade are 
from small towns in the immediate 
area , "  Young added . "Some will come 
from Effingham and Champaign too . "  
T o  aid the parade committee i n  the 
complicated event, extra police officers 
and 30 student volunteers will be sta­
tioned along the parade route . 
Y oung said she thinks the crowd will 
be huge . "We've had the biggest crowds 
ever at the kickoff and coronation , so 
I'm really looking for a lot of people to 
turn out for the parade too . "  
Rest assured that come Saturday 
morning , the streets of Charleston will 
be full of people eagerly waiting the first 
float to pull out,  the first horn to blow 
and the first classic car to rev up its 
engine .  
. S) 
Across the strttt from Old Main 
WELCOMES 
345·-4600 
STU DENTS, PARENTS & ALUMNI  
I N  CELEBRATION OF HOM ECOMING , 
€.P.. \Uf'-\�G 
r • Glassware , 20 % Off 
Al l EIU logo items 
& 
• Terrible Towel 
• Stuffed animals 
INTRODUCING 
The Personalized 
EIU COFFEE MUG 
p Greek merchandise • Huggies ''" ·, . ·¥ IS YOU R NAME ON ONE? 
• •  l..DCATE.D IN TME 
� - l.£1/EL 
. EA!T · WING 
OF l'{E E . 1 .U .  
UN ION . . .  
--- · - � AN E.I.U. TRADITION. 
· · - - -. ALL YOU CAN EAT ..._ _ _ _ _ . I NCLU DING : 
RoAsT BEEF • " EGGS � CHICKUI • • BACON 
POTATOES/GIUON • • SAUSAGE 
FRESH FRUIT · • BtSC.UITS/GRAVY AssoRTliD DEs.S&RTS • • BEVERAGE 
* W£ ALSO Fe-ATUR� A C.CHTINENTAt. BREAKFA'T 
1�cw1>1N� Rou..s, Jur e� . C.CF�E , AND MtLK 
FOfl.. CNLV .. 1 2.5 
SERVING ..... 
• RE&OLARLY 4.'5 PUJ� T�� 10:30 -1 :30 • �tLDR01 UNDER. 6 £AT F�£E 
m • C�tlD� 7-15 YRS .  OLD - fZ.50 
- - · ·  
WE DON'T WANT 
TO NAME NAMES, 
BUT FACTS 
ARE FACTS. 
DEWEY STEVENS 135  CALORIES 
The fact is, Dewey Stevens Premium Light has a 
third les.s calories than ordinary wine cookrs. nr Yet, it's made with premium w
.
hite wine, AJ.111'J/ I_ fi1Jt · 
real fruit juices and natural fruit flavors. '�O � 
And that's a fact. 9fP 
1 19� :\nheu�r-Bu�h Se\'!'n.� Group. lni:. ,  St. lou1!\, MO 
Ronchetti Dist. Co. 
2621 Lakeland Blvd., .Mattoon, IL 234-82 
Show that . Homecoming spirit !  GO P ANTHERS !  
rHllml9oe�·�041119(���� • 3< 
I Alpha Gams II 
ne set for Tuesday show; 
u m  mixes jazz, hardcore 
I ii I Welcome I� I All Alums I! I "It 's A Classic "! I i  
Id like to start off this week by 
that I am willing to answer any 
ns and listen to any comments 
may have . You can direct them 
at WEIU (139 Buzzard Building) . 
the local scene , WEIU-FM (88 . 9) 
an official New Releases Show 
onday nights starting at 6 p . m .  
ow features current releases and 
of the music I talk about . 
ds to see this week include 
ted Stimulation tomorrow night 
one Tuesday night , both at Page 
Tavern , 410 Sixth St. Simulated 
lion still have to work on a better 
ore original sound, but they're 
watch.  Gone promises to be an 
·ng show . 
/Let's Get Real, Real Gone for 
ge (SST) 
seem to have a never-ending 
or new forms of music . Some 
(unconstrained) with classical 
ned) to form "new age music , "  
one mixes jazz fusion with hard­
produce energizing, body jolting 
Q)ne '<13ve r n 
Keg 
De l ivery 
Serv ice 
345-5 1 1 7  
IUIUll�ll�llllll.lllll'Wl ll ll ll ll ll ll ll l lll ll l l l l ll ll ll ll lllllll� oare1aers � 
oody�ar & i 
Appliances I 
1&haust ! 
I Tires I 1 Brakes i 
I Batteries . i • Tune-up I •Shocks I 
345-2 1 30 i 
422 Madison ! 
•nmm1mn1111m111111111nmm111111111111111111111111u11� 
PLACE YOUR 
SWEETEST DAY 
PERSONAL �-�TODAY! 
unwanted ltemt 
In the 
Dally Eastern 
New a 
ClaHlfled•---"' 
"fusion core . "  
G one is composed of Andrew Weiss 
plucking the funky bass , Simeon Cain 
torching the fusion drums and Greg 
Ginn leading with the guitar . 
Ginn , best known as the Black Flag 
guitarist , is a critically praised player . He 
is rumored to practice eight hours a day . 
He needed an outlet for his guitar and 
didn't want to compete with a lead 
sii:iger (especially Henry Rollins) , so he 
formed the instrumental band Gone . 
Let's Get Real, Real Gone for a 
Change is primarily solo guitar work . If 
John Coltrane played guitar, Ginn 
would be imitating it . Gone can almost 
be compared to a primal Mahavishnu 
Orchestra with John McLaughlin's in­
trospective guitar solo searches . 
If Black Flag broke up , one has to en­
vy Ginn for making this attempt for 
what is destined to be a financially 
unrewarding venture . 
By the way , the album title was ut­
tered by Elvis Presley before he played 
"Milk Cow Blues" at one of his Sun Ses­
sions back in 1955 . 
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; would l ike to � I I I · i Welcome a l l  Al ums 1 
I to their  i I · 1 986 Homecoming I 
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H ERE'S HOW: 
1 .  Talk to your Financial Aid Office about el ig ibi l ity . 
2 .  Come to Champion Federal for an appl ication and i nterview. 
3 .  After IGLP approval , Champion Federal wi l l  send check to 
your Financial Aid Office . 
4 .  No payments or i nterest unti l you graduate or d iscontin ue 
your studies .  
Finance your education today - at Champion Federal 
500 W. Lincoln St. Charleston 345-2 1 74 Champion 
Federal 
Hours: Weekdays 9·5 
Sat. 9-Noon 
Drive-In :  Weekdays 8:30·5:30 
Sat.  8:30-Noon IESLICI -
Stop by any of our 29 offices throughout the state. 
1 4( '  
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8 i Friday 
'C IL 7:00 p.m. & 2 , 1 5-A-Team 
a; 3, 1 0-Scarecrow and Mrs. =: King 'f= 19-Movle : "The Deep. "  
( 1 977) TalE! of a dangerous 
search for sunken treasure. 
1 2-Washington Week In 
Review 
1 7  ,38-Baseball Playoffs: 
Boston Red Sox vs . California 
Angels. 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Munster, Go 
Home. "  ( 1 966) The goulish 
TV family inherits an English 
estate. 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-Wall Street Week 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Miami Vice 
3 . 1  O-Oallas 
1 2-Luciano Pavarotti 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-L.A .  Law 
3,  1 0-Falcon Crest 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Bonanza 
9:30 p.m. 
9-News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,3 ,9 ,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News 
1 0:�5 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Power Play 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Tonight 
3-Mash 
9-Mangum, P. I .  
1 0-T.J. Hooker 
1 2-Movle: "Dragon Seed. "  
( 1 944) Chinese defenders of 
their homeland when it's 
invaded by the Japanese. 
38-Too Close For Comfort 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Laurel and Hardy 
38-Nightline 
' 1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 7-Dating Game -
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Friday Night Videos 
9-Movle: "It ."  ( 1 96 7) 
Fantastic horror film about an 
insane museum curator who 
is able to bring an ancient 
stone statue to life. 
38-Jim and Tammy 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-Su.,.,ior Court 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 o-Movie: "The Hustler of 
Muscle Beach. "  ( 1 980) 
Stages a bodybuilding contest 
with an unlikely entrant. 
1 2:05 p.m. 
1 7-Nightline 
1 2:30 a.m. 
J-..Hawaii Five-0 
38-Fame 
12:35 a.m. 
1 7--0ne Day At A Time 
. Saturday 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Facts Of Life 
3, 1 O-OOwntown 
9-MoVie: "The Mountain 
Men" ( 1 980) Wyoming 
locations elevate this saga of 
an 1 830's frontiersmen-Indian 
rivalry. 
1 2-Wonderworks 
1 7 ,38-Baseball Playoff: 
Boston vs. California 
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-227 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Golden Girls 
3, 1 0-New Mike Hammer 
1 2-Movie: "The Prince And 
The Pauper. " ( 1 937) Lavish 
version of the Mark Twain 
story about a Tudor prince 
who changes place with a 
beggar. 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Amen-Comedy 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Hunter 
3, 1 0-Twilight Zone 
9-News 
9:1 5 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:45 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0, 1 7-News 
9-You Write The Songs 
1 2-To The Manor Born 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Saturday Night Live 
3, 1 0-CBS News Special-A 
report on President Reagan's 
meeting today with Soviet 
leader Mikhail Gorbachev. 
9-Ufestyles Of The Rich And 
Famous 
1 2-1 , Claudius 
38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:45 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 0:50 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie: "The Rover. " 
( 1 967) Anthony Quinn stars 
in this character study of an 
aging pirate in early 1 9th· 
Century France. 
1 0-Star Search 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 7-You Write The Songs 
1 1 :30 p.m. · 
9-Police Story 
38-Solid Gold 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-Entertainment This Week 
Mldr,lght 
2-America's Top 1 0  
1 o-Benny Hill 
1 5-Rock 'N' Roll Evening 
News 
1 2:30 a.m. 
2-Too 40 Videos 
-r11c Hovs. r o ,t::-
V1c1{)v s "q•Sl�{fl"I��-• 
Sunday 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Movle: "When The 
Bough Breaks. "  ( 1 986) A 
clinical psychologist teams up 
with'& police detective to try 
to solve grisly homicides tied 
to .a clique of wealthy men."  
3,  10-Movie: "Circle Of 
Violence: A Family Drama. "  
( 1 986) focuses o n  the 
physical and mental abuse of 
a woman by her 
daughter-who was a victim 
of her mother's abuse in 
childhood. 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
8:30 p.m. 
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9-News 
1 2-0ne By One 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
5-Jerry Falwell 
9:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3, 1 0, 1 5.,-News 
9-Tales Frolll The Darkside 
1 2-Yes Minister 
. 1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-This Week In Country 
Music 
3-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5-Movie: "The Missouri 
Breaks."  ( 1 976) Marlon 
Brando and Jack Nicholson 
are on opposite sides of the 
law in this adventure yam 
about a gunfighter hired to 
bring a rustler to justice. 
38-Can You Be Thinner? 
5-John Ankerberg 
1 0:45 p.m. 
1 0-Highlights: Indiana 
St.-Southem Illinois 
1 0:50 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2-Can You Be Thinner? 
WEIU-TV 
Friday 
· 1 2:30 p.m. 
Marketwatch P. M .  
1 :00 p.m. 
Roughing It "Wild Flowers" 
1 :3o p.m. 
The Search for Solutions 
"Context" 
ID 
II 
l1J 
6 
v 
$ 
$1\ � -\JV/ 
. . . 
. ,  . 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
I Side of a ship 
S El --, Tex. 
I Hank of 
coaching fame 
14 Escutcheon 
border 
IS Hedda Hopper 
tidbit 
II "Ob, give me 
" - . . .  
17 Happy 
IS Satirist 
Freberg 
II Claudel's "lbe 
- Slipper" 
2t LIMES 
21 Gator's kin 
u Salty assent? 
2S Wartime 
riveter 
Z8 Keep this  
under your bat 
31 Climatic 
problem 
35 Solitary 
JI Give- up 
(help) 
38 Cider gal of 
song JI BEVEL 
STAGE 
43 - Porath, 
Swedish film 
actor 
44 Place with a 
lock ori 
education 
45 Italian meter 
man 
41 When a 
signorina sups 
48 Bird on a 
spree? 
st Daly's <»-star 
on TV 
SI Angle or cycle 
preceder 
SJ First name in 
stunts 
SS APE TOOTS 
12 Heavenly 
butter? 
U M.P.'s captive 
2:00 p.m. 
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
14 "Heroides" 
poet 
M Drummer 
Shelly 
17 Descartes 
IS Egyptian 
Dower 
• Alamogordo 
event 
71 Biblical dill 
71 Snail-paced 
DOWN 
I Marshland 
2 Perry's 
creator 
3 He gets Alda 
glory 
4 Intem's study 
S - Beach, 
Calif. 
I Fasten (to) 
7 Act the usher 
8 Hawks' home 
I Impudent 
14 
1 7  
.. 
• 
Ii  North sea 
feeder 
U French 
butcher's 
product 
12 Plant yielding 
a yellow dye 
IJ Part of a 
biblical 
warning 
21 Avaricious 
Z2 Service trainee 
215 - fizz (gin 
drink) 
211 Salad 
ingredient 
%7 Bobby-
2!t Rarin' to go 
at Hood's drink 
32 "Now We Are 
Six" author 
33 "Golden Boy" 
plaY\Vrfght 
M Argon ancl 
neon 
4:00 p.in. 
37 Doohickey 
4t Well-founded 
41 Guido note 
41 lbey may be 
sent up in triall 
47 Acropolis site 
41 0rganic 
compound 
S2 Button on a 
lane . 
54 Domestic staff 
member 
SS - Cass 
SI Smell ­
(suspect) 
S7 Trig functioo 
SS Kind of 
phrase? 
51 Author Wister 
A Sinister 
II Rustic sight 
IS "The Foggy, 
Foggy-" 
Math Review for the SAT/PSAT Wall Street Final 
5:00 p.1n. 
7:00 p.m. 
EIU Connection "Coles 
Extension Service" 
Stouten borough 
2:30 p.m. 
The Anger Within "Un· 
d e r s tan d i n g  C h i l d r e n ' s  
Feelings" 
3:00 p.m. 
Market Wrap 
3:30 p.m. 
Money Talk 
News Scan 5 1  
5:30 p.m. 
FNN: Evening News 
6:00 p.m. 
What's News 
6:30 p.m. 
Time Out for Trivia 
7:30 p.m. 
Film Classic Theatre ' 
to Arms" starring Gary 
Helen Hayes, and 
Menjou 
' ' ' . 
' ' .. . \ , . t 5c;:; ! 
, • .  
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though, when I took the vinyl top off. 
I got sick of the burnt orange cover that encased the 
entire top of the mini-stationwagon . Without the ap­
proval of the parents , I jumped on top of the car and 
started peeling back the hideous fake vinyl . 
pump I had installed is kind of a safeguard against. ::. 
leaving him on, however, because it's really loud . � 
na Boat may look pretty bad , but it gets 
and usually back. 
One time when I left him on , a co-worker hunted le OI 
me down and told me my car was ready to explode . 
, I know-what's a Banana Boat? It's the type 
s in such poor shape that you have to name 
that, it's the type of car that nobody cares 
of car it is . 
g used to these types of cars rapidly . Dad 
an insurance company and when a car gets 
M goes up for bid to the company employees . 
we have a family of seven we tend to look 
types of bargains . 
To my dismay , I found under the vinyl remnants of 
cement, a roadwork of cracks surrounded by rust, and 
worse yet, burnt yellow bond-o! All of this pointing 
fingers back to Thelma and her driving practices ; 
Thelma turned the car over . 
Well, if he had known about the J3oat he could have 
taken care of it himself but only after first getting 
through the Boat's security system. 
On my first morning at  work for my part-time job 
last summer I left my equipment in the Boat along with 
my keys . Not wanting to have to go in and tell my boss 
that his newest employee who was to survey gas pipes 
for leaks was locked out of his car , I decided to take 
matters into my own hands . 
I 'm not sure how exciting the Banana Boat's life's 
been since Thelma cashed him in , but then again he's 
seen some thrills from the time that I adopted him . 
na Boat, a '76 Toyota Corona- yellow , of 
went through quite a bit of action before the 
turned over to me . 
bttle old lady owned it before us , so we're 
ve Thelma was her name . But Thelma still 
had some spunk left in her when she drove 
I feel that now I know him inside and out . Especially 
since I've changed his alternator four times , his voltage 
regulator once , no telling how many tires he's gone 
through , and an on I off switch.  
After apologizing to the Boat I firmly placed my foot 
through the back side window and broke into my own 
car . Hence , my new security system . Plastic and duct 
tape can do wonders for many things but it doesn't 
tend to stick on a car at 50-plus miles per hour . 
/ 
t's frame was bent, which constitutes a 
. From the position of the dent in the back 
as though it wasn't her fault. 
If anyone wanted to hot-wire the Banana Boat I 
doubt they could pull it off . Somehow , Thelma 
shorted out the wiring so we had to put a toggle switch 
in to turn him on and off and keep the battery from 
draining down . 
So now when I ask people to loek their doors they 
have to shout , "But why lock the door when the win­
dow's broken out. Anyone can just reach through!" 
And my reply , "Well , when you announce it to 
everyone , of coarse they'll reach in because now they 
know!" to wonder about Thelma's innocence , 
I can't even begin to guess how many mornings I 
had to get a jump from someone.  The electric fuel 
Calling all 
LK 
Alums! 
Welcome to 
Homecoming 1986! 
Love, the Women of Sigma Kappa 
ery Tuesday 9 am-8 pm present 
nd get ha i r  shapi ng for $6 .  50 
ery Wednesday 9 am-8 p m  Men 
e in  and get ha i r  shapi ng for $6 . 50 
Evening Hours 
Monday-Thursday 
Walk Ins welcome! 
Daytime Hours 
Tuesday-Saturday 
t Side of Square-Chaileston • 1 700 Rudy Ave. -Mattoon 
Featuring: 
uthentic Mexican & American Food 
Salad Bar 
Daily Lunch Specials 
M on - T h u rs 5 -7  p m  
DRAFT BEER 1 4  oz . 75� 
Free 
.., 
Welcome 
EIU Alumni  
This Weekend: 
Panther Prime Rib Special: 
1 O oz . Pr ime Rib Dinner 
plus Champagne 1 095 
This Weekend's Catch:-
Alaskan Ki ng Crab Legs · 
Serving 4 p . m .  to 9 : 30 
Lounge and Live D.J . 'ti l 1 a . m .  
CROSS COUNTY 
MALL 
MATTOON 
• Ladies' cuts . . . . . . . . . 700' 900 · & goo 
• Men's cuts . . . . . . . . . .  &00, 700 & 800 
• * Ladies' body waves . 3600, 3700 & 38°0 
• * Men's texture waves 3300, 3400 & 35°0· 
• Includes Cut and Style/ · 
• Manicures $5 • Sculptured Nails $250 
• Sculptured Nails rru11 set) $25 
. 
. 
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1 6c Poet-editor •� U ..... ...... ....... m• .... •iam .. m••11111 .. mml!l!!l!E!l•m'I!!!!!�• from page JC I ": long, drawn-out things. 0 ... Verge: Are you submitting some of :I your own work? 8 Zordani: I'm going to submit very lit-
• tie . I don't want to put more than two of i my own poems into the magazine 
;f because I don't want people to think I'm 
; just jammin' my own poetry. 
· 
� Verge: Is there a limit to the number :: of poems or works by one individual 
� student that you will print in The Vehi-
cle? 
Zordanl: Probably three or four 
(wo�ks) . The old Vehicle , that was a 
much "clique- ier" thing . . .  you had six 
people with five poems apiece in there . 
portant. If you're gonna be a serious 
poet, you have to know how these 
forms work. You have to know the 1• sounds of your words so then you can use them to your advantage . I think for young writers-for people a 
who are just beginning t<:> write-that I writing in a free verse is probably better because then they can develop a sense 
of image . B 
(Beginning write�s should) just work I on something concise-something that's gonna really BAM!- hit the peo­
Welcome Back Alumsll 
Ill 1 986 Homecoming 
-�  
�� 4 �  
ple . That's what I'm looking for. I like IEJ. stuff that has a real rough edge to it, you know; it's just gonna smack you in the face . , """"'55::5JEl';:E:5J I don't wanna make It like that; I want a wider variety . The wider the variety is , 
the more people will read it, because 
each person that's in · there has 80 -
friends, you know . 
..,... .,. l!Ji-'!&1155!!!!!!5J E I::!' 5555J'El l::!' 5555J'EIG' E55Jlt;J l5!!!55!11 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .  -� .. �· . . .. �� �·,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -� 
(This has helped) the quality of the 
magazine improve greatly in the past 
year and a half . 
Verge : What have you been writing 
about lately? 
Zordani :  My own poetry? I guess I'm 
on the "death motif . "  I just finished 
writing a poem called "D'i!ath Poem . "  I 
just started working on · a piece 
yesterday- "A Letter to G od . "  
Verge : D o  you ever have any poems 
that you like a lot at the time , but then 
again you begin to hate? 
Zordani :  Oh yeah, 95 percent of my 
stuff I hate after awhile . To know 
whether a poem is really good or not it 
has to withstand the test of time . 
Verge : Many of your poems concen­
trate on a particular image . Do you ever 
write sentimental stuff, as in your poem 
"Speeding with Dom"? 
Zordani :  I wrote that poem about my 
old high school teacher, Dominic 
Belmonte . I wrote (it) after I invited him 
down for a poetry reading here . We sat 
around and we talked. He's a great guy ; 
he got me off acid and onto poetry . 
Verge : How about your overall views 
on poetry? 
Zordani : Writing with form is very im-
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